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ABSTRACT
A method is developed by which short term 
tidal current or tidal height data can be reproduced. 
This reproduction is accomplished by the comparison 
of the Fourier analysis of the actual data and the 
Fourier analysis of the tidal potential at the same 
location where the actual data were recorded.
Using the equation for the tidal potential, 
a prediction scheme results from this analysis of 
the short term data. The results of the analysis 
for data at the same location but collected in 
different years is compared, and contour maps are 
made across a transect of the James River for both 
sets of data.
viii
THE ANALYSIS OF SHORT TERM TIDAL DATA
I . INTRODUCTION
The majority of the population of the United 
States is concentrated along estuaries and coastal areas.
As the demand for development of these areas increases, 
so does the importance of preserving and protecting 
these environments. The study of coastal and estuarine 
circulation is essential in studying all other phenomena 
of these areas. Tides are the most important element 
effecting estuarine circulation. Generally, the 
prediction of tidal velocities or heights has been 
dependent on the analysis of tidal data 15 days or more 
in length. The purpose of this study is the development 
of a technique to analyze and predict tidal information 
using data less than 15 days in length.
The analysis of 29 days worth of tidal data by 
Fourier analysis results in the amplitudes and phase 
shifts of the sinusoidal components (called tidal con­
stituents) which, when superimposed, make up the tide. 
Knowing the amplitudes and phases of the tidal constituents 
allows one to predict tidal velocities or tidal heights 
for any point in time. Subtracting the tidal velocities 
from a current meter record leaves the residual flow, 
which is often used in biological and geological studies.
2
3Comparing the tidal velocity or tidal height data from 
a hydraulic model and its prototype can be used to test 
the validity of data from the model.
For tidal data less than 15 days in length,
Fourier analysis (Dennis and Long, 1971) fails to 
resolve the semi-diurnal and diurnal tidal constituents. 
Yet, in many cases, fewer than 15 days worth of data is 
collected. This paper presents a technique developed 
to analyze these short-term tidal data.
Cartwright, Munk, and Zetler (1969) have 
analyzed short term tidal data using a response method.
For the analysis of short-term data from a particular 
location, it is required that a nearby station exist 
which has already had long-term data (29 days or more) 
collected and analyzed. Franco (1964, 1966) developed 
a method for tidal data analysis which involves the 
solution of a matrix of coefficients and is not recom­
mended for data of less than 7 days.
The technique developed by the author can be 
used should the situation arise that no nearby reference 
station exists and the data are less than 7 days in length. 
This technique analyzes for the combined effects of the 
major semi-diurnal tidal constituents and of the major 
diurnal tidal constituents. The amplitudes and phases 
of these tidal constituents are inferred using the 
assumption that all of the constituents of a particular
4species (i.e. diurnal or semi-diurnal) are affected in 
the same manner and by the same relative amount at a 
particular location.
The technique uses the theories of Fourier 
analysis (Barber, 1961, Churchill, 1963) and the tidal 
potential (Godin, 1972) . The equation for the tidal 
potential is used to reproduce actual tidal data.
Fourier analysis is used to determine how the tidal 
potential equation is changed to reproduce the actual 
tide data. The technique being presented will be referred 
to as the "TIPORAL" technique. TIPORAL is an acronym 
formed from the words " tidal potential ratio l.ag" 
(amplitude ratios and phase lags as determined by Fourier 
analysis are used to alter the tidal potential equation). 
An outline of the TIPORAL technique follows:
1) The Fourier analysis of a short-term 
tidal data record covering a specific 
period of time.
2) The Fourier analysis of a tidal potential 
record for the same location covering the 
same period in time.
3) The determination of the 24.9 hour period 
Fourier components (the diurnal Fourier 
components) of the actual tide and of the 
tidal potential.
54) The adjustment of the amplitude and phase 
of the tidal potential diurnal Fourier 
component so that they are equal to the 
amplitude and phase of the diurnal Fourier 
component of the actual tide.
5) The determination of the 12.45 hour period 
Fourier components (the semi-diurnal 
Fourier components) of the actual tide 
and of the tidal potential.
6) The adjustment of the amplitude and phase 
of the semi-diurnal Fourier component of
the tidal potential so that they are equal
to the amplitude and phase of the semi­
diurnal Fourier component of the actual tide.
The remainder of this paper deals with the 
explanation of the TIPORAL technique and its application 
to short-term tidal data obtained in the Hampton Roads 
area of the James River in Virginia. A test which uses
the results of the TIPORAL technique to predict tidal
flows is presented. Conclusions and recommendations for 
future work and applications are also given.
II. TECHNICAL APPROACH
To analyze short-term tidal data, the TIPORAL
technique was developed by employing the theories of 
Fourier analysis and of the tidal potential and by 
assuming that waves with similar forms will be affected 
in a similar manner at a particular location. A brief 
discussion of each technical component and how it is 
used in the TIPORAL technique follows:
1961, Churchill, 1963), we have that any function f(t) 
may be written in terms of a trigonometric series called 
a Fourier series. If f(t) is to be reproduced from f(0) 
to f (T) , then
a 0 00 , v r ,27rntx , , . ,2Trnt,  ^ »f(t) = ~ 2  + E lan * cos (— — ) + b • s m  (— — )} (1)
n=l
where the coefficients are
Fourier Analysis
From the theory of Fourier analysis (Barber,
a = ~ / f (t) • cos (-
11 1 0
T
(2)
bn = f / f (t) -sin(
T 2irntN n— jp— ) dt n>0 (3)
0
6
7Thus f(t) can be reproduced over the interval (0,T) 
using the above Fourier series (equation (1)). Assume
there exists an A and P such that
a*cos(n0) + b*sin(n0) = A«cos(n0+P)
where a, b, n, and 0 are any numbers. Trigonometric 
identities give that
a*cos(n0) + b*sin(n0) =
A*cos(n0)cos(P) - A*sin(n0)sin(P)
for every n0. Setting n0 equal to tt/2 and then zero
gives two equations which, when squared and added together
give A = «Sa2+b2. Also, division using the same two
equations gives P = tan  ^(b/a) = —tan ^  (b/a). In
this manner the cosine and sine elements in a Fourier
series (equation (1)) may be combined into one cosine
term for each n with an amplitude of A = v a ^ + b 2 and^ n n n
a phase "shift" of P = -tan  ^(b /a ). Thus a tidal ^ n n' n
data function f(t) can be expressed in terms of the data
average (aQ/2) and a series of cosine curves such that 
ththe n curve has an amplitude of A , a phase shift from 
27mt/T of P , and a period of T/n where T is the total 
time covered by the tidal data.
Now consider the periods of the three major 
semi-diurnal tidal constituents: 12.00 hours for the
S 2  tidal constituent, 12.42 hours for the M 2  constituent,
8and 12.6 6 hours for the ^  constituent. In order to 
obtain the amplitudes and phase shifts for these three 
constituents using Fourier analysis, one must have a 
set of tidal observations covering a time period X such 
that
X thj- = 12.00 hours (the period of the i cosine curve)
X th-j = 12.42 hours (the period of the j cosine curve)
X th= 12.66 hours (the period of the k cosine curve)
for some integers i, j, and k. In other words, each 
tidal constituent must have a Fourier component (i.e. 
cosine curve) whose period is equal to the period of 
the tidal constituent. If the diurnal tidal constituents 
and are also to be analyzed, then X must also be 
long enough such that
j = 23.93 hours (K^ tidal constituent)
~ = 25.82 hours (0n tidal constituent) m 1
where & and m are some integers. For X = 29 days, 
resolution of the individual major tidal constituents 
can be accomplished. Even for 15 days worth of tidal 
data, near-complete resolution is possible. But for 
X = 99.6 hours, the resolution is only
9X th= 11.07 hours (the 9 Fourier component)
X th■g = 12.46 hours (the 8 Fourier component)
X th-j — 14.24 hours (the 7 Fourier component)
X thg- = 19.93 hours (the 5 Fourier component)
X th= 24.92 hours (the 4 Fourier component)
•g = 33.22 hours (the 3 Fourier component)
In the TIPOFAL technique, Fourier analysis is 
used to analyze short term tidal data to obtain a semi­
diurnal Fourier component (the cosine curve with a period 
of about 12.45 hours) and a diurnal Fourier component 
(the cosine curve with a period of about 24.9 hours).
The amplitude and phase shift of the semi-diurnal Fourier 
component is the result of the combined effects of the 
amplitudes and phase shifts of the semi-diurnal tidal 
constituents. Similarly, the diurnal Fourier component 
represents the combined effects of the diurnal tidal 
constituents.
10
The Tidal Potential
Because of the centrifugal force of the earth- 
moon system and the gravitational attraction of the 
earth, moon, and sun, there is a force exerted on the 
surface of the earth. Tides are the result ofwater 
reacting to this exerted, or tidal, force. For any 
instant in time, if a mass is moved from one point in 
space and then returned to that same point, the net work 
done against the tidal force is zero. Because of this, 
the tidal force is a conservative force and can be calcu­
lated with the help of a potential function. The rate 
of change of the potential function with respect to a 
particular direction equals the magnitude of the tidal 
force per unit mass in that direction. A tidal potential 
surface is defined to be that surface along which the 
potential function is constant. Because the potential 
function is constant along a tidal potential surface, 
there is no tidal force exerted along the surface.
If it is assumed that the tides would tend to 
reproduce the tidal potential surface (i.e. the water 
would tend to come to a position where the overall force 
exerted on the surface is zero), then the water surface 
would tend to fluctuate as the tidal potential surface 
does.
The water surface may not reach the potential 
surface for several reasons: water being shifted by
11
the tidal force has its speed affected by friction; 
water is channeled by land barriers; and water in motion 
will have momentum and continue in motion even though 
the tidal force is zero. However, the periods of the 
fluctuations of the tidal force and water motion are 
always identical.
The height of a tidal potential surface can be 
calculated once the positions of the sun and moon are 
known (gravitational froces). Doodson (1921) undertook 
a thorough development of an equation to express the 
height of a tidal potential surface in terms of astron­
omical variables. These variables were used since the 
actual position of the sun or moon can always be calcu­
lated from them:
Y - lunar time; this variable has a period of one 
lunar day, and its variability is due to the 
rotation of the earth; let the frequency of y 
be .
s - the mean longitude of the moon; this variable has
a period of one sidereal month, and its variability 
is due to the changing of the position of the moon 
from one day to the next with respect to the 
celestial equator (i.e. lunar ascension and 
declination); let the frequency of s be ws .
12
h - the mean longitude of the sun; this variable has
a period of one solar year, and its variability 
is due to the changing distance between the sun 
and the earth; let the frequency of h be co^ .
p - the longitude of the lunar perigee (where the moon
would be closest to the earth); this variable has 
a period of 8.847 years, and its variability is 
due to the changing eccentricity of the lunar 
orbit; let the frequency of p be co^ .
N - the longitude of the ascending node; this variable
has a period of 18.61 years, and its variability 
is due to the rotation of the moon's elliptical 
path around the normal to the ecliptic (the 
apparent path of the sun with respect to the fixed 
stars); let oo^  be the frequency of N.
p^ - the longitude of the perihelion (where the sun
would be closest to the earth); this variable has 
a period of 20,940 years, and its variability is 
due to the rotation of the earth's axis around 
the normal to the plane of the ecliptic; let 
go be the frequency of p.. .
The equation developed by Doodson will be referred 
to as the "tidal potential" equation or, simply, the 
tidal potential. The fluctuating tidal potential can 
be broken down into its sinusoidal (or tidal) constituents.
13
For each tidal constituent, Doodson calculated the 
linear combination of the astronomical variables which 
give the phase speed for that constituent. Doodson 
found the 5 major tidal constituents to be as follows:
Table 1
Constituent
M.
N.
K
0
Amplitudes and Frequencies of the Five 
Major Tidal Constituents
Amplitude
.90812 
.42358 
.17387 
-.53050 
.37689
Phase Speed (degrees per 
solar day) in Terms of 
s, h, p, N', p', and y
2-ooy = 695.6185012
2co + 2co - 2oo, = 720.0 y s h
2oo - co + co = 682. 5535086 y s p
co + co = 360. 9856473 Y s
oo - co = 334. 6328539 y s
Assuming that the tidal potential can be accu­
rately. estimated using the 5 major tidal constituents, 
then from Godin (19 72) and Neumann and Pierson (1966) 
the tidal potential (TP) at time t + At at the Greenwich 
Meridian is
TP * G'j(0)(a,, • sin (E„ + a -At)1 K1 K1
+ An •sin(En + an *At)l 
U1 U1 1
+ g 2 (0) (aM2-c o s (eM2+ aMy  At)
+ A q ’cos (Ec + a -At)
2 2
+ AN2-c o s (EN2 + a -At)) (4)
14
where is the amplitude of the i tidal constituent
is the phase of the i tidal constituent at
time t at the Greenwich Meridian o
is the phase speed of the i tidal constituent 
0 is the latitude on the Greenwich Meridian.
G^' and G^ are functions of latitude given by
G^ '(0) = G*sin(20) and G2(0) = G*cos^(0)
4
where G = — • — • = 26.7362 cm. (Lamb, 194 5).
4 E r
In the above equation, M is the mass of the moon, E is 
the mass of the earth, a is the mean radius of the earth, 
and r is the mean distance between the centers of the 
earth and the moon. G„' and G_ are coefficients result-i 2
ing from the application of trigonometric identities to 
equations resulting from the spherical geometry of the 
earth (Doodson, 1921).
Since the tidal potential equation gives the 
vertical elevation of a tidal potential surface, differ­
entiation with respect to time of equation (4) gives the
dTPequation for estimating vertical velocity, TP1 = .
Thus if the assumption that the tide fluctuates as the 
tidal potential does holds true, then the equations for 
TP and TP1 may be used to produce tidal elevations and 
tidal velocities respectively. The equation for TP' is 
used in this work for analyzing horizontal tidal velocity 
data. The equation was altered (Goodin, 1972) to deal
15
with longitudes other than the Greenwich Meridian and 
times referenced to a particular time zone (not Green­
wich Mean Time). The resulting equation for the time
t + At follows: o
TP' - G ' (0) (A_, • a • cos (E + o„ (At + J)-L)1 K± K1 K1 Kx
+ A • o *cos(E + an (At + J) -L))
U1 U1 U1 1
+ G (6) (A -a -sin(E + a (At + J)-2L> 
c 2 2 2 2
+ A q «aQ •sin(Ec + (At + J)-2L)
b2 2 2 2
+ flN 2-aN2*sin(EN2 + ffN2 (At + J)_2L0  (5)
where L is the longitude (degrees west) and J the time
zone of the observer (J = L/15 truncated to no decimals)
Setting t equal to noon Greenwich Mean Time, December
31st, 1899, gives E„ = 278.32°, = 262.55°,
K1 °1
E., = 15.77°, E„ = -2.75°, and E„, = 79.66° (Dennis
2 2 2
and Long, 1971, Nautical Almanac, 1974).
The TIPORAL technique uses the equations for 
TP or TPr (depending on the type of data to be analyzed) 
to generate short term tidal potential data. If tidal 
data was collected every At' over a certain period of 
time, data for the tidal potential (either elevation or 
velocity) is calculated for every At' over the same 
period in time for the same location.
The Assumption of Similar Effects
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The last component of the TIPORAL technique is 
the assumption that waves similar in period and ampli­
tude will be affected by the morphology of an area in 
a similar manner and by a similar relative amount. If 
the tidal constituent has its tidal potential ampli­
tude X and phase Y° changed to 500*X and Y°+30° 
respectively, then it is assumed that the ^  and S 2  
tidal constituents will have their tidal potential 
amplitudes increased by about 500 times and their phases 
changed by +30° for the same location.
The M 2 , S 2 , and N 2  tidal constituents are very 
similar in form: small amplitude waves with wavelengths
that are much greater than the amplitudes. Since their 
wave periods are very close (12.00 hours for the S 2 ,
12.42 hours for the an(^  12.66 hours for the ^ 5 ,
their wavelengths are very close to being the same.
Also, the O-^  and tidal constituents are very similar 
in wave form. Therefore, it is assumed that the diurnal 
wave forms are affected similarly and the semi-diurnal 
wave forms are affected similarly. In areas in which 
resonance exists for diurnal or semi-diurnal frequencies, 
this assumption does not hold true.
This assumption is used to alter the amplitudes 
and phases of the M 2 , $ 2 # N2, O^, and tidal con­
stituents in the equation for the tidal potential. If
17
the diurnal Fourier component of the tidal potential is 
X times smaller in amplitude than the diurnal Fourier 
component of the actual tide, then the diurnal ampli­
tudes of the tidal potential constituents are changed 
from -.53050 and .37689 (see Table 1) to X* (-.53050) 
and X* (.37689). Should the semi-diurnal Fourier component 
of the tidal potential be Y° larger in phase shift than 
the semi-diurnal Fourier component of the actual tide, 
then the phases of the M 2 , and ^  tidal constituents
as calculated by the tidal potential are all altered by 
—Y ° .
Technique Outline for Current Velocity Data
Before analyzing current velocity data, it must 
be broken into two sets representing orthogonal velocity 
components. The TIPORAL technique is then used to analyze 
each velocity component. The orthogonal components used 
in this paper were the magnetic north-south and east- 
west velocity components. The following is an explan­
ation of how a velocity component is analyzed using the 
TIPORAL technique.
Truncation of Data
The set of velocity component readings is first 
truncated to a set which covers the largest possible 
integral number of tidal cycles. The time used to
18
determine the passage of a complete tidal cycle is 
12.4 5 hours. The purpose of this truncation is two­
fold. The first is that for observations covering a 
period X the Fourier component periods of the analyzed 
observations will be X/n where n is an integer. When 
X = i*12.45 hours, i an integer, this assures us that 
there will be a semi-diurnal Fourier component (when n=i). 
The second reason for the truncation deals with Fourier 
theory. If the following section is Fourier analyzed,
the a 's and b !s calculated would reflect the curve of n n
whereas the analysis of the section below
would result in a ' s and b 's reflectinq the following curve:n n ~
19
As can be seen, the first curve cannot be used to
represent the tide, a smooth, continuous function.
Therefore, the data is truncated so that the a 1 s andn
b ' s of Fourier analysis will reflect continuous, n
sinusoidal tidal constituents.
Fourier Analysis of the Truncated Velocity Component 
Data
The Fourier analysis of the velocity component 
results in the average velocity plus the amplitudes, 
phase shifts, and periods of the Fourier components. 
Although equation (1) implies that the number of Fourier 
components should be infinite, only the first 72 Fourier 
components are calculated (i.e. n runs from 1 to 72 
only). The reasoning behind this cutoff is based on the 
fact that the period of the n ^  Fourier component is 
T/n. The majority of the tidal energy is contained in 
components with periods of around 12.4 5 hours and 24.9 
hours. It would be desirable to always have T/n<<12.45 
hours to assure that the truncated Fourier series would 
contain the strong 12.45 hour and 24.9 hour components. 
If T has a maximum of 14 days, then n should be much 
greater than approximately 28. Choosing n as 72 gives 
14/n = 4.6 hours, which is much less than 12.45 hours. 
For those records of only five days, T/72 = 1.6 hours, 
a period well below the periods of those components 
containing the majority of the tidal energy.
20
Creating Tidal Potential Data
Equation (5) is now used to create a set of 
tidal potential velocity data. If the number of 
truncated component velocity readings is j with an 
interval of At' between each successive reading, then 
the number of tidal potential data points generated will 
be j with an interval of At1 between each successive 
reading. The time used to calculate the first tidal 
potential velocity is that time during which the first 
reading of the truncated velocity component was being 
recorded. The longitude and latitude used is that of 
the actual data collection point.
Fourier Analysis of the Tidal Potential Data
After calculating the tidal potential velocities, 
the set of points is Fourier analyzed giving an average 
velocity and the amplitudes and phase shifts of the first 
72 Fourier components.
At this point the first 72 Fourier amplitudes 
and phase shifts are known for the velocity component 
and the tidal potential. Note that the n ^  Fourier com­
ponent of the velocity component has the same period as 
ththe n Fourier component of the tidal potential, n=l,2, 
3,...,72. This allows one to compare Fourier amplitudes 
and phase shifts between the actual velocity component 
and the tidal potential.
21
Comparison of the Fourier Components
To compare the Fourier amplitudes of the velocity
component and the tidal potential velocity data, the
thamplitude of the n Fourier component of the velocity
thcomponent is divided by the amplitude of the n Fourier 
component of the tidal potential:
(A ) in velocity
component
(A ) i ■ -i -jn tidal
= Xn n = 1,2,3,...,72.
potential
velocity
The xn 's will be referred to as amplitude ratios.
To compare the Fourier phase shifts of the velocity
component and the tidal potential data, the phase shift 
thof the n Fourier component of the tidal potential is
thsubtracted from the phase shift of the n Fourier component 
of the velocity component:
(P ) -i - (P ) . • , -a = Y n=l,2,3, . . . ,72.n velocity n tidal n ' ' ' '
component potential
velocity
The Yn 's will be referred to as phase lags.
If an is approximately equal to one, then it
thcan be said that the n Fourier component of the tidal
thpotential reproduces the amplitude of the n Fourier
component of the velocity component. If a Yn is approxi-
thmately equal to zero, then it can be said that the n
22
Fourier component of the tidal potential reproduces the
4" Vi
phase of the n Fourier component of the velocity 
component. What is desired is that the semi-diurnal 
Fourier component of the tidal potential data (the 
Fourier component with a period of about 12.4 5 hours) 
reproduce both the amplitude and phase of the semi­
diurnal Fourier component of the velocity component. 
Similarly, it is desired that the diurnal Fourier component 
of the tidal potential data (the Fourier component with a 
period of about 24.9 hours) reproduce the amplitude and 
phase of the diurnal Fourier component of the velocity 
component.
Manipulating the Tidal Potential Equation
When going through the TIPORAL technique for the 
first time, the amplitudes used in the tidal potential 
equation are those in Table 1. Let XgD be the amplitude 
ratio for the semi-diurnal Fourier components and XD be 
the amplitude ratio for the diurnal Fourier components.
The manipulation of the semi-diurnal amplitudes of the 
tidal potential equation will be to multiply all of them 
by Xgp. Similarly, the amplitudes of the 0^ and 
tidal constituents are manipulated by multiplying them 
both by Xj-j. Using these new tidal constituent amplitudes, 
new tidal potential velocity data is generated along with 
new and XD amplitude ratios. Let an<^  X^SD^ i
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t hthe amplitude ratios for the i manipulation. This 
implies that the amplitudes to be used for the third 
manipulation are
(Xp)2* (Xp)1’ (* 37689) 0^ tidal constituent,
(-. 53050) tidal constituent,
(Xcn) ~ • (XOT^ ) n • (• 9 0812) M 0 tidal constituent,bU z bU J. z
X^SD^2 * ^ XSD^1 * (*42358) S 2  tidal constituent, and
X^SD^2* X^SD^1* (*27689) N 2  tidal constituent.
thThe 1  amplitude multipliers will be defined to be
n (XD )k = (XD )i -(XD )i-l-(XD )i- 2 ......(XD )2 ' (XD )lk=l
,II1 X^SD^k *XSD^ i’ (XSD* i-1* *XSD^ i-2’--k —1
* *XSD^ 2* X^SD^1 *
The reproduction of the semi-diurnal and diurnal ampli­
tudes of the actual velocity component is achieved when, 
for some manipulation, the amplitude multipliers
, n , (XD*k a n d  , n *XSD^k k=l k=l
are used to give
X^D^i+l ~ 1 and X^SD^i+l ~
When going through the TIPORAL technique for the 
first time, the phases used in the tidal potential
24
equation are those calculated by E. + a.*At. Let1 1  l SD
be the phase lag for the semi-diurnal Fourier components 
and Yd be the phase lag for the diurnal Fourier components 
The manipulation of the semi-diurnal phases of the tidal 
potential equation will be to increase all the phases 
by ysd- Similarly the phases of the diurnal tidal 
constituents are manipulated by increasing both of them 
by Y^. Using these new tidal constituent phases, new 
tidal potential velocity data is generated along with 
new Y_ and Y phase lags. Let (Y^). and (Y0_). be the
o U  lj jJ 1  o D  1
thphase lags for the i manipulation of the tidal potential 
equation. This implies that the phases to be used for 
the i*'*1 manipulation are
i-1
Eo + °o 'At + z (V k  '1 U1 k=l
EK n + ° K / At + < V k  '1 1 k-1
EM2 + °M2-At + h i  (YSD>k '
i-1
Eg + 0S -At + Z (YgD) k / and 
2 2 k-1
EN, + V At + ^  (YSD>k • 2 2 k-1
The reproduction of the semi-diurnal and diurnal phases 
of the actual velocity component is achieved, when, for
25
some manipulation, the amplitude changes
J  ( V k and
are used to give
(YD^i+i ~ 0 and Y^SD^i+1 ~ °*
Therefore, from the amplitude ratios and phase 
lags, amplitude multipliers and phase changes are 
obtained which are then used to alter the tidal potential 
equation. When (XD) ± - 1, (XgD) ± - 1, (YD) ± 0, and
(YgD)^ - 0, then the goal of reproducing the semi­
diurnal and diurnal Fourier components of the velocity 
component by the TIPORAL technique has been achieved.
III. RESULTS OF ANALYSIS USING THE TIPORAL TECHNIQUE
The TIPORAL technique was used to analyze two 
sets of data taken in the James River, Virginia (unpublished 
data, Virginia Institute of Marine Science, Chesapeake 
Bay Model Study). One set of data was the 19 71 current 
meter data from transects 1 and 2 of the Hampton Roads 
area (see Figure 1), and the other set was the 1973 
current meter data taken at the same two transects. The 
length of the current meter data ranged from 6 tidal 
cycles (75 hours) to 26 tidal cycles (331.6 hours). The 
total number of current meters was 27, resulting in 54 
components to be analyzed (27 north-south velocity com­
ponents and 27 east-west velocity components).
Newport News
Station 3 
Station 2 
• Station 1
• Station 3 
Station 2 
Station 1 J Transec
Transect 2
Hampton Roads
Norfolk
Craney
Is.
Figure 1. Current meter stations in the Hampton Roads 
Area of the James River, Virginia.
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A variance calculation and a residual plot was 
made for each velocity component to get an indication of 
the degree to which the TIPORAL technique reproduced the 
tidal flow. The variance calculation gives an indication 
of the overall error between the actual component velocities 
and those velocities calculated by the TIPORAL technique 
using the tidal potential equation. A residual current 
is obtained by subtracting from the actual component flow, 
as recorded by the current meter, the tidal flow as calcu­
lated by the TIPORAL technique. The plot of this residual 
current gives the indication of the type of tidal con­
stituents remaining.in the record (e.g. diurnal, semi­
diurnal, or others) and their relative magnitude. A more 
detailed discussion of these two indicators and their 
application to the 19 71 and 1973 data from Hampton Roads 
follows.
Reduction of Variance and Its Goal
For each manipulation, V^ _, the variance of the 
true current velocity is computed for both the north-south 
and east-west current velocity components using the 
formula
j (f(t.)-M )2
V. = £-- =--- ---t . , . ,1 = 1 3-1
where j is the number of velocity readings and Mc is 
the mean of the j velocity readings. Also, V_, the
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variance of the difference between the current velocity 
component and its corresponding calculated tidal potential, 
is calculated for both the north-south and east-west 
velocity components. If M^ _ is the mean of the set 
(T(t^), i=l,2,3,...,j}, the velocity values calculated 
from the tidal potential equation, then
t ((f <ti>-Mc)-(T(ti)-Mt))2
v e  =  . Z 1 r - ;1=1 3-1
The value of interest is (V, - V_)/V., whicht xii t
will be referred to as the "reduction of variance calcu­
lation" . This value is used to give an idea of how well 
the manipulated tidal potential reproduces the true tidal 
velocity component. The initial assumption is that when
V - VVt E  ^ 0.
v  > • 8 ,
t
then the true tidal current velocity component can be 
reproduced to a good degree. Thus each computer run has 
as its goal the reduction of the variance of V^, withii
perfect reproduction occurring when (V. - V_)/V. = 1.0.t t t
Obtaining a higher reduction of variance calcu­
lation, say .9 or .95, may be impractical in many areas. 
Current velocity "noise", such as that due to wind or 
passing vessels, might have to be reproduced to get a .9 
or .95 reduction of variance calculation. No attempt is 
made to reproduce this noise, and, for this reason, the
29
reduction of variance calculation goal is initially set 
at .8. When this goal is reached, it will be assumed 
that the amplitude multipliers and phase changes of the 
manipulated tidal potential can be used to reproduce 
the true tide to a good degree.
Reduction of Variance Calculations: Order of Magnitude
Applying the TIPORAL technique to the Hampton 
Roads current meter data resulted in 54 reduction of 
variance calculations. Table 2 gives the breakdown of the 
final 54 values which range from a minimum of ,23 to a 
maximum of .97. Nearly 80% of the 54 velocity components 
were reproduced by
Table 2. A Breakdown of the Range of the Reduction of 
Variance Calculations.
Range of Percent of the Total Number
Calculations  of Calculations______
(.8,1.0) 79.63%
(.6,.8) 5.56%
(.4,.6) 5,56%
(.2,.4) 9.26%
the TIPORAL technique with a final reduction of variance 
calculation of .8 to 1,0. Considering a value greater 
than .8 to indicate success in reproducing the actual
velocity component, success was achieved in 43 of the 54
30
cases. Of the 11 remaining velocity components which 
had a reduction of variance calculation of less than .8, 
four were non-periodic and, therefore, non-tidal in nature. 
Thus, of the 50 periodic velocity components, success 
was achieved 86% of the time. But, for the 4 non-periodic 
velocity components, success was never achieved.
A General Description of the Residual Current
For each of the 54 velocity components, the tidal 
current produced from the tidal potential was subtracted 
from the measured tidal data to obtain a residual current. 
If the tidal potential equation were reproducing 100% of 
the tidal fluctuation of a velocity component, then this 
residual current would be the result of freshwater flow 
and noise only. Therefore, a plot of a velocity residual 
with no tidal fluctuations would be a randomly varying 
(or non-periodic) plot.
Another aspect of the residual plot that may be 
considered is the magnitude of the velocities obtained. 
Suppose that the original velocity component fluctuates 
periodically between 3 and -2 feet per second (fps) and 
the residual velocity fluctuates periodically between 2 
and -1 fps. If a better reproduction cannot be achieved, 
then it can be said that the TIPORAL technique cannot 
reproduce the tidal fluctuations of the velocity component. 
However, if the final residual plot shows a non-periodic
31
fluctuation between .25 and -.25 fps, then it can be said 
that the TIPORAL technique has reproduced the tidal 
fluctuations.
Of the 54 velocity components analyzed, 26 had 
residuals which fluctuated between a range greater than 
one half the range of the fluctuation of the original 
velocity component. The analysis of the 26 velocity com­
ponents resulted in 5 periodic and 21 non-periodic residual 
plots. Therefore, even though the range of the fluctuating 
velocity was only cut by less than one-half, the TIPORAL 
technique appears to have eliminated the tidal fluctuation 
from 21 of the 26 actual velocity components. For 
examples of these 26 velocity components and their residuals, 
see Figures 2 through 5.
Of the 28 remaining velocity components, the 
residuals had ranges representing a decrease from the actual 
velocity fluctuations of greater than one half. Of these 
residuals, only one was periodic. Figures 6 and 7 give 
two typical examples of these velocity components and 
their residuals.
Overall, the TIPORAL technique was able to remove 
the tidal oscillations from the actual velocity component 
in 48 of the 54 cases. The six periodic residuals, though, 
all had a reduction of variance calculation of greater than 
.8, indicating that much of the tidal oscillation had 
been removed from the original velocity component by the 
TIPORAL technique.
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An Amplitude Multiplier and Phase Change Contour Map 
of the Hampton Roads Area
Using the results of the TIPORAL technique applied 
to the current meter data at transect 1 and 2 of the 
Hampton Roads area, a contour map was made for each 
transect. The objective of the contour mapping was that 
tidal velocity predictions could be made for those locations 
where no tidal velocity measurements exist. All that would 
be needed would be contour maps of the north-south velocity 
diurnal and semi-diurnal amplitude multipliers and of the 
north-south velocity diurnal and semi-diurnal phase changes, 
and, similarly, the four corresponding east-west velocity 
contour maps. Values from these eight contour maps could 
be obtained for the desired location, used with the date 
of the desired prediction in the TIPORAL technique, and a 
prediction would result. Figures 8 through 11 show such 
contour mappings for transect 1 of Hampton Roads, and 
Figures 12 through 15 show the mappings for transect 2.
These mappings are the results of the 19 71 current meter 
data reduction by the TIPORAL technique. The current 
meter records used for the maps are those whose reduction 
of variance calculation for the particular velocity com­
ponent (north velocity component or east velocity com­
ponent) was greater than or equal to .8.
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IV. VERIFICATION OF THE HAMPTON ROADS 
DATA REDUCTION
A test was conducted which used the amplitude 
multipliers and phase changes resulting from the 1971 data 
analysis. At transect 3 (see Figure 1), data was taken 
at depths of 4, 24, 34, and 44 feet in 1973. At the 
same location in 19 71 data was collected at depths of 5, 
25, 35, and 45 feet. If it is assumed that the depths 
are almost correct and that one foot more or less in 
depth does not make a significant difference in tidal 
f1ov/, then the results of the TIPORAL technique applied 
to the 1971 data should be able to be used to predict 
the 1973 tidal flow.
Table 3 shows the results of the prediction test 
in terms of the reduction of variance calculation. As 
can be seen, two of the predicted tidal flows have a 
reduction of variance calculation of less than .8. Of 
the remaining 6 calculations for the predictions, the 
maximum variation from the corresponding 19 71 reduction 
of variance is .08 with 3 of the 6 calculations for the 
1973 prediction being as good or better than the 19 71 
calculations.
Using the criterion of a reduction of variance 
calculation of .8 or greater to indicate success in
47
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Table 3. Prediction of the 19 73 Flow at
Transect 2f Station 3, Using the 
Results of Applying the TIPORAL 
Technique to the 19 71 Data.
Depth Reduction of Variance Reduction of Variance
(ft.) of the 1971 Data of the 1973 Prediction
North East North East
Component Component Component Component
4 .93 .84 .87 . 8 8
24 .96 .82 . 8 8  .82
34 .95 .83 .92 .71
44 .96 .87 .96 .31
Note that as depth increases, the ability of the TIPORAL 
technique to predict increases for the north-south com­
ponent but decreases for the east-west component.
reproducing the true current velocity flow, the TIPORAL 
technique was successful in 6  of the 8  tests. The two 
unsuccessful cases might be the result of the water not 
fluctuating as the tidal potential does or of the existence 
of resonance for wave forms with semi-diurnal or diurnal 
frequencies.
Regarding the amplitude ratios and phase lags 
that result from the 1973 prediction, some puzzling aspects 
are found. Table 4 gives the amplitude ratio and phase 
lag results. Instead of values close to one and zero (as 
in the 19 71 data reduction), the 1973 prediction gives 
amplitude ratios varying from 0.56 to 7.4 8  and phase lags 
varying from -149.29° to 136.73°. Since the semi-diurnal
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constituents contribute the majority of the power, and 
since the overall effect of these constituents are repro­
duced fairly well for the predictions, the reduction of 
variance calculations remain high even though the overall 
effect of the diurnal constituents are not reproduced 
well.
This apparent change of amplitudes and phases 
could be a result of the positioning of the current meters. 
Although care was taken to place the strings of current 
meters in the same locations as in previous years, currents, 
winds, and ship traffic could result in a placement error 
of up to 100 yards. In Hampton Roads, 100 yards could 
make a sizable difference in tidal current patterns 
(Neilson, 1575).
But there have also been amplitude and phase 
differences reported for long term current meter records 
at one position. Gould and McKee (1973) Fourier analyzed 
current meter data taken off the French coast. They found 
that, if one record was divided, Fourier analysis of the 
resulting two records gave two different sets of tidal 
constituent amplitudes and phases. Cartwright, Munk, 
and Zetler (1969) got "large and erratic" variations in 
tidal constituent amplitudes and phases from the analysis 
of the first 29 days and the last 29 days of a 37 day 
current meter record. These variations were attributed to 
baroclinic "noise" (i.e. due to wind and pressure variations).
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It is possible that the apparent variations seen between 
the 19 71 and 19 73 Hampton Roads current meter data are 
the same type of variations found by the above mentioned 
researchers.
Assuming that the location of the current meters 
in 1973 was the same as in 1971, verification of the 
19 71 Hampton Roads current meter data must be limited.
It appears that the TIPORAL technique was able to 
establish the semi-diurnal amplitude multiplier in 6  
of 8  cases, although the semi-diurnal phase change was 
established for all 8  cases (the maximum phase lag being 
15.5° or about half an hour). As for the correspondence 
between the 1971 and 1973 diurnal amplitude multipliers 
and phase changes, the TIPORAL technique was not consis­
tently successful.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
The ability of the TIPORAL technique to repro­
duce flows with tidal oscillations can be categorized 
as successful in many cases. Of the 54 velocity flows 
analyzed, the TIPORAL technique was able to remove all 
of the apparent tidal oscillations in 48 of the flows.
These flows were reproduced using only the five major 
semi-diurnal and diurnal tidal constituents. During 
the data reduction, it was noted that overtides (high 
frequency tidal constituents produced as a result of 
the deformation of the tidal wave as it moves through 
shallow water) were present in nearly all of the velocity 
components. If some of the shallow water tides (such 
as the M^ and M^ tidal constituents) were incorporated 
into the tidal potential equation, then it could possibly 
increase the ability of the TIPORAL technique to repro­
duce flows with tidal oscillations.
Considering the prediction of tidal flow, the 
TIPORAL technique was not able to predict the combined 
effects of the diurnal tidal constituents and, in some 
cases, the amplitude of the Fourier component representing 
the combined effects of the semi-diurnal tidal constituents.
52
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It is concluded that the TIPORAL technique can 
be used to determine the residual flow from a current 
meter record, but that a tidal flow prediction by the 
TIPORAL technique should only be used as a rough esti­
mate of the actual tidal flow.
Recommendations for Future Study
The following recommendations are made for the 
future study of the reproduction and prediction of tidal 
flow using short term current meter data:
1) The analysis of an even number of 12.45 
hour cycles of data (i.e. i*12.45 hours such 
that i = 2,4,6,...). In many cases a record 
would not have a Fourier component with a 
period near of 24.9 hours. In such situations, 
the author reproduced that component with a 
period closest to the 24.9 hour period. The 
data reduction in these cases did not go as 
quickly as in the other cases. Also, even 
though a 23 hour period wave form will presumably 
be affected much like a 24.9 hour period wave 
form, the degree of this like effect is unknown. 
Having a Fourier component with a period of 
24.9 hours would eliminate these problems.
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2) The incorporation of the and tidal 
constituents (overtides) to test the effects 
of these constituents on the ability to repro­
duce and predict flows in estuaries and bays.
In areas where overtides are important con­
stituents (as in Alaska), this addition could 
be an important one as far as obtaining a 
successful reproduction of a velocity component. 
With continental shelf data (where overtides 
are not present), it is recommended that the 
TIPORAL technique be used as it now stands.
The addition of overtides would not affect the 
results of shelf data analysis but would increase 
computer calculation times.
3) The use of orthogonal velocity components 
in the down-stream and cross-stream directions 
whenever possible. In this way, the resulting 
contour maps would be in terms of down-stream 
and cross-stream amplitude multipliers and phase 
changes. This could result in easier comparisons 
of contour maps from successive transects from
an estuary.
4) The analysis of long term current meter data 
to determine the effects of fresh water flow 
regime, weather systems, and other natural 
phenomena on the amplitudes and phases of tidal
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constituents. The benefit of analysis of long 
terra data is that the long term average of 
noise is zero. But for short term data, the 
average of noise may not be zero, and it may 
also be that Fourier analysis includes in the 
12.45 hour and 24.9 hour period component 
amplitudes and phases some of the effects of 
noise. If the cause of noise could be determined 
using long term data, then one could choose a 
time to take his current meter measurements so 
that noise is minimized. In this way, one could 
possibly obtain almost the same results by 
taking 4 to 6  days worth of current meter data 
as he would by taking 29 days worth of data.
A suggested technique would be to compare data 
analysis of a long term record with weather 
phenomena. The data would be divided and analyzed 
using the TIPORAL technique in 4 to 6  day intervals. 
As the amplitude multipliers and phase lags change 
from one interval to the next, checks would be 
made to correlate such changes with meteorological 
events (such as the passage of a front, an 
exceptionally calm day, the wind coming from a 
particular direction, etc.). If correlations 
did develop, the researcher would then test to 
see if the degree of change of amplitude multi­
pliers and phase lags could be predicted.
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Further research could lead to the knowledge 
of the effects of channel morphology on tidal flow and 
how tidal flow changes with depth. Conceivably, gener­
alized tidal characteristics for a channel could be 
predicted even though no current measurements had been 
made for the channel. Several sets of short term 
current measurements could then be made in the channel 
to determine the magnitude and phase of the tidal 
characteristics.
Appli cation Suggestions 
Prediction of Tidal Velocities at a Metered Location
For those locations where data has been collected 
by current meters, the TIPORAL technique can be used to 
give a rough estimate of the flow which is tidal in 
nature. Since the amplitudes and phases of a tidal 
constituent do not vary with time, the amplitudes and 
phases obtained by the TIPORAL technique can be used to 
estimate the combined effects of the diurnal and the 
semi-diurnal tidal constituents at the same location 
but at a different point in time. Vector addition of 
the north velocity component and the east velocity com­
ponent would result in a prediction of the tidal velocity 
ellipse at the metered location.
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Prediction of Tidal Velocities at a Non-Metered Location
For those locations where data has not been col­
lected by current meters, an estimate of the tidal 
velocities can still be made. If amplitude multiplier 
and phase change contour maps can be constructed for the 
general area in question, the contour mappings could be 
used to get an estimate for the desired location of the 
amplitude multipliers and phase changes for the north 
velocity component and the east velocity component. In 
this way, only existing data is used. The expense of 
placing and recovering the current meters, the hazards 
of loss, and the high insurance costs are completely 
eliminated.
Once an estimate of the amplitudes and phases 
of the tidal constituents can be made, tidal velocity 
ellipses and predictions of tidal velocities can be made 
for any point in time.
Hydraulic Model Verification
The ability of hydraulic models to reproduce the 
flow conditions of the prototype can be tested using the 
TIPORAL technique. The TIPORAL technique has the ability 
to reproduce the tidal velocities which result from the 
combined effects of the semi-diurnal tidal constituents. 
In other words, a semi-diurnal tidal velocity ellipse 
can be made. Since the amplitudes and phases of tidal
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constituents are constant in time, a tidal velocity 
ellipse can be made for any point in time at a metered 
location.
If the TIPORAL technique is applied to tidal 
height data, a semi-diurnal wave form (which results 
from the combined effects of the semi-diurnal tidal con­
stituents) can be created for any point in time. This 
wave form, with its associated wave height and phase, 
is of special interest at the area which would be the 
mouth of the hydraulic model. If the semi-diurnal wave 
form entering the prototype is known for a point in time 
and the resulting semi-diurnal tidal velocity ellipses 
are known for different locations in the prototype, then 
this information can be used to verify the hydraulic 
model data.
Take for an example the Chesapeake Bay Model.
Using the TIPORAL technique on existing data, the semi­
diurnal wave form at the mouth of the bay can be calcu­
lated for point X in time. From short-term data, the 
semi-diurnal tidal velocity ellipse can be calculated 
for point X in time at many different locations in the 
bay. The wave form is then scaled down and passed through 
the mouth of the hydraulic model. Since the semi-diurnal 
wave form passing into the hydraulic model is similar to 
the semi-diurnal wave form passing into the prototype 
of the model, one should expect semi-diurnal tidal velocity 
ellipses in the model to be similar to those in the prototype.
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This expectation can be used to verify the validity of 
data from the model. The tidal velocity ellipse could 
be checked not only for magnitude of velocities but also 
the phase of the ellipse with respect to the phase of 
the wave form.
Sampling Currents on the Continental Shelf
One of the hazards of data collection on the 
continental shelf is the loss of current meters. Storms 
and ship traffic could spoil a year's worth of data col­
lection. Even if there is no loss or damage, insurance 
costs for leaving a string of valuable current meters on 
the continental shelf for 29 days can be quite high. The 
use of the TIFORAIi technique would cut down on the length 
of time needed to collect a sufficient amount of data.
With less time spent on the continental shelf, there is 
less of a chance of losing a string of current meters. 
Insurance costs would also be cut, plus, if only 4 days 
of data is required, it might be a savings if the current 
meters were deployed at first, the deploying vessel 
remained at sea for other work, and the current meters 
were recovered 4 days later. The cost of sending a vessel 
to sea 29 days after setting the current meter could be 
eliminated.
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Use in Biological and Geological Work
Often biologists are asked to assess the environ­
mental impact of man's activities in or near the water. 
When this assessment involves the transportation of the 
young of organisms by currents, the biologist must be 
able to collect current meter data and subtract out the 
tidal flow to obtain the residual current.
Sedimentologists are also involved with net 
currents, as in estuaries and bays. Current meter data 
are used in determining levels of no net motion, sediment 
transport, and cross-channel flow.
The common technique used in determining the 
average or net velocity from current meter data is by 
integrating the two velocity component curves (the north- 
south velocity component curve and the east-west velocity 
component). The assumption of this integration is that 
over the period of observation the average of noise is 
zero. This is a good assumption for long term records, 
but for short term records of only 3 to 6  days, this 
assumption may not necessarily be true. The TIPORAL 
technique can be used to give the biologist or geologist 
an indication of the influence of noise. By reproducing 
the tidal velocities and subtracting it from the actual 
velocity component curve, the residual represents the 
true flow regime plus noise. Assuming that the flow 
regime is a constant, the average slope of the residual
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will imply the amount of noise during the time of obser­
vation. If a curve with an average slope of zero is 
obtained as below,
Velocity
a
Time
then it may be assumed that the average of noise for the 
record length is zero. But if a non-zero slope of a 
varying residual is obtained as below,
Velocity
Time
then the scientist can realize that his answer for the 
average velocity might be contaminated by noise.
APPENDIX A
CALCULATIONS FOR DETERMINING THE EQUATIONS USED 
IN FOURIER ANALYSIS
As was discussed previously, one must calculate
the Fourier coefficients a and b for Fourier Analysisn n JL
over the time interval (0,T), where
T
an = f  ^ f (t) *CQS
and
bn = T ^ f (t) * sin (■ ) dt n>0. (7)
Assume that the readings of the data function f(t) are 
at equally spaced intervals. Let j be the total number 
of data readings. This gives j-1 time intervals between 
the first reading at time zero and the last reading at 
time T. Let At be the length of the time between any 
two consecutive readings. Thus, equation (6 ) can be 
rewritten as
o (j— 1) • At 9 .
an ° 7j-l) .At I f (t)-cos ( - - ) dt (8)
Simpson*s Window (Appendix B) can be used to
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estimate an integral by using the following equation
r X i  Ax j/ f (x)dx “ H  Z ki*f(xi)
x, i=l
(11 for i=l or i=j
59 for i= 2 or i=j-l
43 for i=3 or i=j- 2
49 for i=4 or i=j-3
, 48 for all other cases
and where Ax is the interval between any two consecutive 
x .'s . Using this formula, equation (8 ) reduces to
a — -7T-r n 24
(9)
where k^ =
a =
17 for 1=1 or i=j
59 for i= 2 or i=j- 1
I 43 for i=3 or i=j- 2
| 49 for i = 4 or i=j-3
I
48 for all other cases.
t .l
= (i-1 )• At gives
1 f jy k^•f (t^)•cos24- (j--1 ) [
Lt
i=l
where the k^'s are defined as in equation (9). A similar 
argument reduces equation (7) to
i 1  ( 2  , 4=,. , . r2 Tm (i-1 ) ^
n = 24- (j-1) V f(ti ),sln( Tj^ l T ~ h
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where the 1 s are defined as in equation (9). These 
last two equations are the ones used in the computer 
program CURMETER to calculate the Fourier coefficients 
an and fc>n for the set of data readings {f(t^),i=l,2 ,3,
• -• / j>.
APPENDIX B
SIMPSON'S WINDOW: AN INTEGRATION FORMULA
DERIVED FROM SIMPSON'S RULE AND SIMPSON'S 3/8's RULE
Much of the sampling conducted throughout the 
scientific community is that of function values at 
equally spaced intervals. When integration of the 
sampled series is called for, one of the most commonly 
used techniques is Simpson's Rule. Simpson's Rule is 
widely used in digital computations because the formula 
is straightforward and simple, and the algorithm is fast 
since the value of the coefficients do not change with 
the number of function values. Many scientists use the 
integration subroutine in IBM's Scientific Subroutine 
Package which uses Simpson's Rule as its basis.
Two fundamental problems arise in the application 
of Simpson's Rule. The first may be minor but must be 
considered before digital computations are conducted. 
Simpson's Rule is only applicable when there are an odd 
number of function values. In other words, one must 
have an even number of intervals before Simpson's Rule 
can be applied. This problem can be handled either by 
manually ensuring that there is an odd number of function 
values or, as is most often the case, by having the
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computer program check to see if there is an odd number 
of function values. The latter not only involves CPU 
time to check for odd or even intervals, but it also 
involves a separate section of core for the programming 
that is used to evaluate that part of the integral which 
cannot be evaluated using Simpson's Rule. This separate 
evaluation might consist of Trapezoidal Rule integration 
or maybe Simpson's 3/8's Rule integration (McCormick and 
Salvadori, 1964). Another method of dealing with this 
problem is by the use of more sophisticated integration 
techniques. These techniques involve the computation of 
coefficients, the values of which change as the number 
of function values change. This greater sophistication 
makes an even greater demand on CPU time and core require­
ments than the previously mentioned solution. An ideal 
solution would be an integration formula with fixed 
coefficients which would be able to handle either an odd 
or an even number of function values.
The more serious problem deals with the fact that 
Simpson's Rule is not exact for the set of functions whose 
polynomial representations are of a degree of four or 
higher. The polynomial representation of the tide falls 
into this set. Not only is Simpson's Rule not exact 
when integrating a tidal function, but the recorded tidal 
function values themselves may be inaccurate to some 
extent. Each tidal datum reading could consist of the 
tidal component plus randomly distributed variations
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(noise). The question arises as to how to best estimate 
the true integral knowing that the function values might 
(and probably are) inaccurate and that the integration 
technique is inaccurate. As mentioned before, computer 
time and core requirements prohibit the use of more 
sophisticated integration methods. Thus it remains to 
adapt Simpson's Rule to give the best possible estimate 
of the true integral.
Consider the sinusoidal function sin(5x/3) and 
the integral of this function over the interval ( 0 , 4 tt).
An experiment was conducted using the set of points 
{sin(5i*Ax/3), i = 0, 1, 2,..., 19} where Ax = 4tt/19 .
Each element of the set was altered by the addition of 
numbers chosen at random from the interval (-25, 25).
Then integration was carried out using the set of altered 
points.* Simpson's Rule was used for the first 17 points 
and Simpson's 3/8's Rule was used for the last four points 
The percentage of error was
| true value - calculated value | _ „ nrko
. —| 1 v • v/ O •true value
Integration using the same altered points was again 
carried out, but in this case Simpson's 3/8's Rule was 
used for the first four points, and Simpson's Rule for 
the last 17 points. The percentage of error was
| true value - calculated value \ _ A c ~>no.
. ■! ^ • O -/ o •true value
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For greater accuracy, one would obviously want to use 
the first estimate of the integral.
The reasons for the estimates being different, 
even though the same methods of integration were used, 
can be illustrated by Figure 16. In Figure 16a, a curve 
is fitted to the first three points (an * represents the 
true function value plus noise), and then a line is fitted 
to the last two recorded function values. The dashed line 
represents the true function curve (less noise), and the 
shaded region is that area in which the area under the 
fitted curve deviates from the area under the true function 
curve. Figure 16a would result in an overestimate of the 
true integral. In Figure 16b, a line is fitted to the 
first two points, and then a curve is fitted to the last 
three points (i.e. just the opposite of Figure 16a). A 
comparison of Figures 16a and 16b indicated that 16b would 
give the best estimate of the integral. Here the accuracy 
of the estimate of the integral depended on the sequence 
of the application of the integration techniques. For 
the previously mentioned function, sin(5/3x), the best 
estimate of the integral was obtained by applying Simpson's 
Rule first and then Simpson's 3/8's Rule next.
Since the true value of the integral for a tidal 
function is unknown, it is impossible to tell whether 
using Simpson's Rule first and then Simpson's 3/8's Rule 
for the last four points would give a better estimate of 
the true integral than using Simpson's 3/8's Rule for the
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  True function curve
* Recorded inaccurate function values
fljj Deviation areas between fitted curve and true 
function curve
Figure 16. A Comparison Between Curve Fittings
first four points and then Simpson's Rule to estimate 
the remaining integral. A compromise is the use of the 
average of the two integral estimates. In the instance 
of the original example, the average of the estimates 
for the integral of sin(5/3x) over (0,4tt) gives a third 
estimate which, although not as accurate as the first 
estimate, is more accurate than the second estimate. 
Although averaging does not provide the best estimate 
for unknown integral values, it will never result in 
the worst estimate. The averaging of the two integration 
schemes is better than relying on one integration 
scheme to provide the best estimate for every integration.
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Methods
For the development of Simpson's Rule, Simpson's 
3/8*s Rule, and the formula for the multiple application 
of Simpson's Rule, the reader is referred to Carnahan, 
et al. (1969). This book gives a good step by step 
progression in obtaining the formula for Simpson's Rule:
r n A n
I f(x)dx - —^ £ k . • f (x. ) 
x i J i=i 1 1
such that k^ = 1
rl if i = 1  or i = n 
4 if i is even 
k 2  for all other cases,
n is an odd integer greater than or equal to 3, and
Ax = (x - x, )/(n - 1). Simoson's 3/8's Rule is also n 1
developed: 
x -
I  f  f v )  ~ 3 A.X
*1
f (x) dx - — p— (f(x)+ 3 • f (x9) + 3 • f (x9) + f (x .) )
where Ax = (x^ - x-^)/3.
The basis of Simpson's Rule is the use of three 
consecutive function values to estimate the second de­
rivative of the function, from which the estimate of 
the integral is made. The three function values in the 
intervals (i, i + 2Ax) where i = 0, 2Ax, 4Ax, 6 Ax,..., 
are used to estimate the second derivative. But we now 
wish to also use the estimate of the second derivative 
over the intervals (i, i + 2Ax), i = 3Ax, 5Ax, 7Ax,...,
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using Simpson's 3/8's Rule to estimate the integral 
over the interval (0, 3Ax).
Assume there are n function values, n being odd. 
Using Simpson's Rule and considering the function values 
f (Xj^ ) through f (xn ) , we know that the integral of f (x) 
can be estimated by 1 ,^ where
Ax n
h  = * k± • f <xi>i=l
such that k= =l
r 1  for i = 1  or i = n 
4 for i even 
2  for all other cases.
By considering the function values f(x^) through f (x 3) , 
and reapplying Simpson's Rule, the emphasis of the 
second derivative of f(x) has been shifted to the right 
by Ax. Using Simpson's 3/8's Rule to calculate the inte­
grals of the remaining two end segments and adding the 
middle integral with the two end integrals gives an 
approximation of the overall integral by I2, where
I 2  = ^ 3  • £ ki*f(xi) + (f (x) + 3f(x2)
i=4
+ 3f(x3) + f(x4) + f(xn_3) + 3f(xn_2)
+ 3f (x . ) + f (x ) ) n - 1  n'J
( 1 for i = 4 or i = n—3
such that k^ = j 4 for i odd
V 2  for all other cases.
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The averaging of 1^ and g"ives a third approximation 
of the integral,
Ax n
48 ’ .Z.1=1
such that k^ =
(17 for i = 1 or i = n
59 for i = 2 or i = n-1
4 3 for i = 3 or i = n-2
4 9 for i = 4 or i = n-3
 ^48 for all other cases.
Now assuming that there are an even number of 
data points, a similar process as above is carried out. 
Starting at f(x^) and integrating to f(x using
Simpson’s Rule and then using Simpson's 3/8's Rule to 
integrate from f(xn_^) to f g i v e s  the first approxi­
mation of the integral,
n-3
>  . -p i f -f n *• -V ,n- 3*1 =
Ax
i=l
k.-f (x.) + l l
3Ax
8 + 3 f (xn- 2 )
+ 3f (x , ) + f(x )) n- 1  n J
such that k . =l
f 1 for i = 1 or n-3 
4 for i even 
2  for all other cases
Integrating from f(x^) to f (xR) using Simpson's Rule 
and integrating from f(x^) to f(x^) using Simpson's 
3/8*s Rule gives a second approximation of the integral 
which considers the second derivative of f(x) between 
the intervals used to calculate 1^. The second integral 
becomes
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I2  = • E k.-f(Xi) + (f(x,) + 3f(x2)
i=4
+ 3f(x~) + f(x.))
1 for i = 4 or i = n 
such that k^ = ( 4 for i odd
2  for all other cases.
The averaging of 1^ and gives the third integral 
approximation,
I-1- ^ 1-2 = if ' \  V f(xi>2 1=1
17 if i = 1  or i = n
59 if i = 2 or i = n-1
such that k. = \ 43 if i = 3 or i = n-2
1  49 if i = 4 or i = n-3
4 8  for all other cases.
Note that this last formula is identical to the one 
developed for an odd number of function values. Thus we 
have obtained an integration formula, which will be 
referred to as Simpson's Window, which works for either 
an odd or an even number of function values and which 
obtains a good estimate of the integral in the sense 
that the average of two integration methods (i.e. 
Simpson's Window) will never give the worst estimate of 
the true integral.
APPENDIX C
A GUIDE AND PROGRAM LISTING FOR CURMETER
Accessing of Data
CURMETER is a computer program that was written 
to analyze tidal velocity data using the TIPORAL technique. 
It is written in the computer language PL/1 and requires 
190K for execution. CURMETER is set up to access current 
meter data on magnetic tape. The format for the input 
tape file records follows:
1 st record on the file contains
Current Meter Type..................A1
Section..............................A4
Station..............................A2
Nominal Depth....................... 14
Actual Depth (ft.).............. F10.3
Degrees of Longitude............ A3
Minutes of Longitude.............A2
Seconds of Longitude  ...... A2
Degrees of Latitude..............A3
Minutes of Latitude..............A2
Seconds of Latitude............. A2
2 nd record on the file contains
Starting Time: Month ( 1 - 1 2 1 2
Day (1-31)......... 12
Year ........... 14
and the remaining records each contain eight
Time of Day (0000-2359)............ 14
Velocity (in fps).................F8.3
Direction (000-359).................13
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where A indicates alpha format, I integer format, and F 
floating point format. The logical record length is 
120 bytes (one character per byte). The parameters used 
in identifying the desired data file are section, station, 
actual depth, and date. The program is set up to accept 
the parameter "DPTH = 'ALL11'. Finding this parameter 
causes the program to access all data files with the 
corresponding section, station and date information that 
was given with the "DPTH = 'ALL'" parameter. In this 
way the data files of an entire string of current meters 
may be accessed using only one parameter card. The program 
is set up for future expansions of the parameters "STAT = 
'ALL1'1, which corresponds to looking for all the stations 
for a given date, section, and depth, and "SECT = 'ALL'", 
which corresponds to looking for all the sections for a 
given date, station, and depth. The input information for 
accessing particular files is on cards in free form format. 
The greatest number of current meter files that may be 
accessed is 50. The number of cards on which one specific 
file request is punched is unlimited. A semi-colon must 
follow each specific request. An example of one specific 
request is shown in Figure 17. Note that a semi-colon 
must end each specific request. If any parameter is read 
in twice for one specific request, the value last read is 
the value assigned to the parameter. The brackets shown 
in Figure 17 are not part of the input but are used to 
indicate optional parameters. "LATA" and "LONG" are
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latitude and longitude parameters in case future expansion 
calls for file accessing by latitude and longitude.
"INCR' is the time difference in minutes between any 
two successive current meter readings for the specified 
input file. If this parameter is read in, then all 
the velocity readings for that specific current meter will 
be checked to see if the time difference between any two 
successive velocity readings is in fact what it is assumed 
to be. If not equal, an error message is printed and 
further calculations on the current meter file are aborted. 
"PRM1", "PRM2", and "PRM3" are dummy variables reserved 
for future expansions.
The remaining input parameters are those used to 
alter the tidal potential equation. "NDAMP" is the multi­
plier used to alter the amplitudes of the diurnal tidal 
constituents for the north-south velocity component. 
"NDPHAS" is the addend used to alter the phases of the 
diurnal tidal constituents for the north-south velocity 
component. "NSAMP" is the multiplier for the amplitudes 
of the semi-diurnal tidal constituents for the north- 
south velocity component. "NSPHAS" is used to alter the 
phases for the semi-diurnal constituents for the north- 
south velocity component. "EDAMP", "EDPHAS", "ESAMP", 
and "ESPHAS" have similar definitions to the above 
parameters but differ in that they are used to alter the 
tidal potential equation used with the east—west velocity 
component.
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Program Sequence
The names and functions of all the routines in 
CURMETER follow:
READ - This is the mainline routine. It edits 
the input cards, accesses the files, 
and calls all the subroutines.
TAPEREAD - This is the current meter data reading 
and editing subroutine.
FOURIER - This subroutine Fourier analyzes the 
north-south and east-west velocity com­
ponents and the tidal potential velocity 
components.
EQ_TIDE - The tidal potential velocities are 
calculated in this subroutine.
VARIANCE - This subroutine calculates and prints 
(V^ _ - Vg)/V^, the reduction of variance 
calculation.
PLOT - A plot of the true tidal data (north-south 
and east-west components), the tidal 
potential for the two velocity components, 
and the residual tidal data is made by 
this subroutine.
BLNKGO - This is a utility subroutine used to
eliminate blanks from character parameters.
ZEROGO - This utility subroutine substitutes zeros 
for blanks in character parameters.
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DEGREES - This subroutine changes the latitude 
or longitude (degrees, minutes, and 
seconds) into degrees only.
After each specific input is read, it is edited 
by the mainline routine READ. If no errors are found, 
the information is stored in an array. This process 
continues until either card end of file is reached or 
50 good specific inputs are read. The tape files are 
then opened by READ, starting with the file names FI, 
then F2, F3,... and then Fn where n is an integer. When 
a tape file is opened, the date, section, station, and 
actual depth information is read. If this information 
is identical to any of the specific inputs which were 
read in on cards, then the rest of the data on the file
is read in by the subroutine TAPEREAD. If it is determined
that the tape file is not one being requested, it is 
closed, and the next sequential tape file is open by 
READ to see if it was requested.
When a requested tape file has been found, control 
is passed to the subroutine TAPEREAD from mainline.
TAPEREAD scans the tape input for the first good reading 
(a direction of 999° is used to indicate an erroneous 
reading). After finding the first good reading, TAPEREAD 
will read until it finds two successive bad readings or 
until tape end of file is reached. If a bad reading is
found between two good readings, a value equal to the
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vector average of the two good readings is used as an 
estimate for the value of the velocity of the bad reading. 
This interpolation process is noted on the printout, 
giving the two good readings and the interpolated 
reading.
In the subroutine TAPEREAD the parameter value 
of "INCR" is used. If the time of day clock has not been 
timing correctly for some reason, the resulting data 
would not be useful for the integration routine. If a
value for "INCR" is read in for a file, all spacing be­
tween successive time of day readings will be checked for 
that file to see if the time interval is equal to "INCR".
An error message is printed if an interval is not equal
to "INCR", and further calculations for the file are 
discontinued.
While reading in all the velocities, TAPEREAD 
breaks each velocity into its north-south and east-west 
components and stores this information in arrays. After 
reading in and storing all the component velocities, 
TAPEREAD truncates the number of readings to a new number 
representing a time interval of the maximum number possible 
of integral tidal cycles. Using 12.45 hours as the time 
interval for one tidal cycle, the time period of the 
data covers i • 12.4 5 hours where i is a position integer. 
Noting that a series of 15 to 29 days of uniformly spaced 
tidal data is needed for near-complete or complete Fourier
analysis (Dennis and Long, 1971), TAPEREAD prints a 
message and sets a flag if the number of tidal cycles 
is less than 28. Control is then passed back to the 
mainline routine.
At this point an integral number of tidal 
cycles worth of data has been read in for a desired 
current meter. The subroutine FOURIER is then called 
upon to Fourier analyze the north-south and east-west 
velocity components. This routine calculates the ampli­
tudes, periods, and phase shifts of the first 72 Fourier 
components. The averages of the velocity components 
are also calculated. Integration is carried out using 
an adaptation of Simpson's Rule and Simpson's 3/8's 
Rule called Simpson's Window (Appendix B). After printi 
all the pertinent information resulting from the Fourier 
analysis, control is passed back to the mainline routine
The subroutine VARIANCE is then called in to
calculate (V. - V )/V , the reduction of variance calcu-t E t
lation. V^ _, the variance of the north-south velocity 
component, is calculated along with V^, the variance of 
the difference (error) between the north-south velocity 
component and its prediction using the tidal potential 
equation. The value of (Vfc - VE )/V t i-s printed, and 
then the procedure is gone through again using the east- 
west velocity components and its prediction from the 
tidal potential equation.
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Part of the data read in from tape for each 
current meter is latitude, longitude, beginning date, 
and beginning time of day. This information plus the 
amplitudes and phases of the major tidal constituents
K^l' ° 1 ' M 2 ' S 2 ' anc^  N 2  ^ used -*-n calculating the
tidal potential for a particular current meter at a
particular time. The constituent amplitudes are those
from Godin (1972). The phase relations are those used
by Dennis and Long (19 71) using Greenwich mean time
s tnoon, December 31 , 1899 as the initial point in time,
tQ . The frequencies are those calculated using Doodson1s
linear combination of the astronomical variables (Newmann
and Pierson, 1966). The tidal potential velocity is
calculated for every time at which the true tidal current
was measured. This results in a set of data points
identical to the real world data in number of points.
thFor each data set (calculated and real), the i data
point of the tidal potential velocity was calculated
thfor the same point in time during which the i data 
point of the real world data was being taken.
The data points resulting from the tidal potential 
routine, EO__TIDE, are passed to the subroutine FOURIER 
for Fourier analysis. This gives the amplitudes, periods, 
and phase shifts of the first 72 Fourier components of 
the tidal potential. At this point the amplitudes and 
phase shifts are known for the actual velocity component 
and its corresponding tidal potential velocity component.
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A comparison is made between the Fourier component 
amplitudes and phase shifts of the tidal potential and 
of the velocity component. Amplitude ratios (Fourier 
component amplitude of the actual velocity component 
divided by the corresponding Fourier component amplitude 
of the tidal potential) and phase lags (Fourier component 
phase shift of the actual velocity component minus the 
Fourier component phase shift of the tidal potential) 
are calculated. This results in 72 amplitude ratios 
and 72 phase lags for both the north-south and east- 
west velocity components. All 144 ratios and lags are 
printed out.
At this time, the subroutine PLOT is called to 
plot the graph of the velocity component. This is done 
for each velocity component only if no manipulations 
have been conducted on the corresponding tidal potential 
equation. If manipulations have been made, then PLOT is 
called to make a graph of the set of tidal potential 
velocities and the residual resulting from the subtraction 
of the tidal potential velocity curve from the actual 
velocity component curve.
Manipulating the Tidal Potential
The equation for the tidal potential velocity 
can be altered by the parameters "NDAMP", "NDPHAS",
"NSAMP", and "NSPHAS" (for the tidal potential to be
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compared with the north-south velocity component) and 
"EDAMP" , "E DP HAS 11 , "ESAMP" , and "ESPHAS" (for the 
tidal potential that is compared with the east-west 
velocity component). If an amplitude multiplier 
("NDAMP", "NSAMP", "EDAMP", or "ESAMP") is not read 
in for a specific input, then the amplitude multiplier 
defaults to 1. If a phase change ("NDPHAS", "NSPHAS", 
"EDPHAS", or "ESPHAS") is omitted, then the default 
phase change is zero.
Job Control Language
The job control language (JCL) present here 
is for an IBM 360/50 operating under OS/HASP (Houston 
Automatic Spooling Program). The following is an 
example of the JCL for the program CURMETER:
//CURMETER JOB (accounting information)
/*SETUP TAPE VIMS42 NO RING
The tape labeled "VIMS 42" is requested for 
this run.
// EXEC PL1LECG 
//PL1L.SYSIN DD *
All source decks (i.e. not compiled) go after 
this card.
//GO.SYSLIN DD DSNAME = &&L0ADSET, DISP = (OLD, DELETE)
// DD *
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All object decks (i.e. already compiled) go 
after this card.
//GO.FI DD LABEL = (02, NL,,IN), UNIT = 800 BPI, DISP = (OLD, KEEP), 
// DSN = CURRENT, DCB = (RECFM = F , BLKSIZE = 120, LRECL = 120,
// DEN = 2), VOL = SER = VIMS42
//G0.F2 DD LABEL = (04, NL,,IN), UNIT = 800 BPI, DISP = (OLD, KEEP),
// DCB = *.F1, DSN = *.F1, VOL = SER = VIMS42
//GQ.F3 DD LABEL = (05, NL,,IN), UNIT = 800 BPI, DISP = (OLD, KEEP),
DCB = *.F1, DSN = *.FI, VOL = SER = VIMS42
//GO.SYSIN DD *
All input cards to CURMETER go after this card.
//
All file names must start with FI and follow in sequence 
as F2, F3, F4,.... With the above example, only three 
files can be accessed during execution: file 2  (file 
card FI), file 4 (file card F2), and file 5 (file card 
F3). If there are i files to be accessed, there should 
be i file cards (FI, F2, F3,..., Fi). This run specifies 
that the tape VIMS42 is a non-labeled input tape, 800 
bytes per inch (BPI). The data set name is CURRENT, the 
record format (RECFM) is fixed, the blocksize is 120 
bytes, and the logical record length is 1 2 0  bytes.
Program Listings
The following is a listing of all the routines 
of the computer program CURMETER. Refer to the 
section "Program Sequence" for descriptions of the 
function of each routine.
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k  E A D : P R O C  O P T  I C N S ( M A I N  )  ;
D C L  P R I N T  C H A R ( 1 2 0 ) t B L A N K  C H A R ( I O )  I N I T ( «  • ) ,
P A R M  C H A R  ( 1 9  )  V A R Y I N G ,  P A R M 1  C H A R ( 6 )  V A R Y I N G ,
L  L A B E L ( L I , 1 2 , L 3  , L 4 , L 5 , L 6 , L 7  » L 8 , L G K , C A R D S , L 1 1 ♦ L 1 0 , L 1 2 , L 1 3 ,  
L 1 4 , L 1 5  )  ,
C O N V  F I X E D  D E C ( 2  ) ,
(  I  ,  1 1  , N U M _ P T S  ) F I X E D  C E C ( 4 > ,
( I  T T , N )  F I X E D  C E C ( 3 ) ,
T R  F I X E D  D E C ( 4 )  ,  P R  F I X E D  D E C ( 3 )  I N I T I A L ( O ) ,
C O O R D  R E T U R N S  ( F I X E D ) ,  N U M E R I C  R E T U R N S  ( F I X E D ) ,
Z E R U G O  E N T R Y  ( , F I X  E D  C L C ( 3 ) > »
T A P E I N  F I L E  I N P U T ,
D A T E C H  A R ( 6  )  ,
S E C T C H A  R ( 4  )  ,
S T A T C H A  R ( 2 )  ,
D P T H C H A R ( 6 ) ,
L C N G C H A  R < 1 9 ) r
L A T A C H A  R ( 1 9 ) t
I N C R C E C  I M A L F L O A T ( 6  )
P R M 1 C E C  I M A L p L C A T ( 6  )
P R M 2 C E C  I M A L F L O A T ( 6 )
P R M 3 C E C  I M A L F L O A T ( 6 )
F L A G C E C I M A L F I X E C ( 3 )
N O A M  P F L O A T ,
N D P H A S  F L O A T ,
N  S  A  M  P F L O A T ,
N S P H A S  F L O A T ,
E D A M P F L O A T  ,
E D P H A S  F L C A T ,
E S A M P F L O A T ,
E S P H A S  F L C A T ,
i C a r d ( 5 1 ) ,
2  I D ,
3  D A T ,
4  M M D C  C H A R (  4  ) ,
4  Y Y  C H A R ( 2 ) ,
3  S E C  C H A R <  4 )  ,
3  S T  A C P A R  ( 2  ) ,
3  D P T  C H A R  ( 6  ) ,
2  L O C A T I O N ,
3  L O N  C H A R  ( 1 9  ) ,
3  L A T  C H A R  ( 1 5 )  ,
2  P A R A M ,
3  I N C  C E C  1 M A L  F L O A T  ( 6  ) ,  
3  P R  1 C E C  I M A L  F L O A T ( 6 )  ,  
3  P K 2  C E C  I M A L  F L O A T ( 6  ) ,  
3  P R 3  C E C  I M A L  F L O A T ( 6 ) ,  
3 F L G  D E C  I M A L  F I X E D (  3 )  ,  
2 C H A N G E S ,
3 N D A  F L C A T ,
3 N D P  F L O A T ,
3  N S A  F L C A T ,
3  N S P  F L O A T ,
3 E D A  F L C A T ,
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3  E D P  F L C A T ,
3  E S A  F L C A T ,
3  E S P  F L O A T ,
( N _ _ C O M  P ( 2 1  6 0  ) ,  E _ C C M P  (  2 1  6 0  )  ) D E C  F L O A T  (  8  ) ,
T 1 D E ( 1 C 8 0 )  D E C  F L O A 1 ( 8 ) ,
( L A G „ K 1 , L A G _ G 1 , L A G _ M 2 , L A G _ S  2 , L  A G _ N 2 ) F L O A T ,
F O R C G M P ( 4 3  5 )  FLCAT C E C  ( 8 ) ,  T 0 D 1  F I X E D  D E C I 4 ) ;
O N  E N U F I L E  ( S Y S I N )  G O  T O  E G R ;
C N  C C N V E R S I C N  ( S Y S I N )  B E G I N ;
P R I N T  = 1 A  C C N V E R S I C N  E R R O R  H A S  G C C U R E D  C N  T H E *  i l l )  | «  T H  1 /  
P d  I T  H  T H E  I / P  P A R A M E T E R  M  l O N S G U R C E l  I • ( N C  Q U O T E S  O R  N O N - N U M E R I C ) ' ;
P U T  S K I P ( 2 )  L I S T  ( P R I N T ) ;
U N S O U R C  E =  * 9  1 ;
C C N V = l ;
E N D  ;
O N  N A M E  ( S Y S I N ) ;
L 0 N  =  8 L  A N K ;  L A T  =  3  L A N  K ;  C A  T =  B L  A N K ;  S  E C = B L A N K ;  S T  A =  B L  A N K  ;
D P T  =  ' - 1 '  ;
I N  c = - l ;  p r i  =  - 1 ;  F R 2 - - 1 ;  P R 3 - - 1 ;
F L G = - 1 ;
1 = 0 ;
F L  A G = 0  ;
/ *  P I C K  U P  P A R A M E T E R S  F C R  N E X T  I / P  * /  
o a R  DS ; 1=1 + 1;
c o  n v  = 0 ;
L G N G = d L A N K ; L  A T A  = B L A N K ; D A T E  =  B L A N K ;  S E C T  =  B L A N  K ;
S T  A T  =  8 l A N K ;  I N C R  =  - 1  ; P R M 1 = - 1 ;  P R M 2 = - 1 ;  P R M 3 = - l ;
D P  T H = • — 1 •  ; N D A M P  =  l ;  N C P H A S = 0 ;  N S A M P = 1 ;  N S P H A S = 0 ;
E D A M P =  1 ;  E D P H A S  =  C ;  E S A M P  =  1 ;  E S P H A S = 0 ;
G E T  C A T A  ;
I F  C C N V  =  1  G O  T C  C A R D S ;
I F  D A T E = B L A N K  I C P T H = ' - 1  • I (  ( S E C T  =  B L A N K 1 S T  A T = B L A N K ) &
( L C N G  =  E L A  N K | L A T A = B L A N K ) )
G C  T O  D E F I C I T ;
L =  L O K ;
/ *  ED I  I  THE N t w  I / P  DATA #/
I F  L C N G - = B L A N K  T H E N  C O ;
P A R M = L C N G ;
I F  C O U R U  T H E N  G C  T O  P R 0 G 1 ;
P R i N T = ' E R R O R  -  L C N G  - *  I I I I I *  T H  I / P ---------------- • ! | P A R M 5
L = L l ;
G O  T U  C H A R A C L T ;
L I  :  L  C A R D S  ;
P R O G 1 ; C  A  L L  Z E F C G C ( P A R M , 1 9  )  ;
L  C N G =  F A R M ;
E N D ;
I F  L A T  A - * 55 B L A N K  T H E N  C O ;
p a r m = l a t a ;
I F  C O O R D  T H E N  G O  T O  P R C G 2 ;
P R I N T = ' E R R G R  -  L A T A  - ' l l l l l *  T H  I / P ---------------- « J | P A R M ;
L  =  L 2  ;
G O  T O  C H A R A C U T ;
L 2 s  L  =  C A R D S ;
P R 0 G 2 : C A  L L  2 E F 0 G Q ( P A R M , 1 9 ) ;
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L A T  A = P A R M ;
E N  o ;
P  A R M 1 =  G A T  E ;
I F  N U M E R  I C  T H E N  C C ;
C A L L  Z E R 0 G 0 ( D A T E t 6 ) ;
C O  T C  P R O G 3 ;
e n d ;
P R I N T = e E R R O R  -  C- ifi T E  — • I 1 I  1 i • T H  I / P  — M i D A T E ;
L  =  L  5 ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L 5 : L = C A R C S ;
P K U G 3 : I F  D P  T H =  * A L L  * T H E N  G C  T O  P R O G 5 ;
p a r m = d p t h ;
C A L L  B L N K G C ( P A R M , I T T ) ;
P A R M 1 = S U b S I R ( P A R M  ,  1  * I T T )  S 
I F  N U M E R I C  T H E N  G C  T C  F R C G 4 ;
P R  I  IN T  =  ' E R R O R  -  D E P T H  -  * 1 1 I  i i  1 T H  I / P  - • J i D P T H ;
L =  L o  ;
G O  1 G C H A R A O U T ;
L t > :  L = C A . R D S ;
F H u  ijh- i D P T  H  =  P  A  R  M I  ;
P k u  G 5  I
G O  T O  L  »
L G K :
F L A G = F L A G - H ;
M M D O C  F L A G  ) =  C A T E  ;  S E C ( F L A G > = S E C T ;  S T  A { F  L A  G  ) =  S  T  A  T  ;
T R = 1  N O  E X  i D P T H , * * )  ;
D P T  { F L  A G  I  =  S U B S  T R  { D P T H ,  T R  # | i S U B  S I R  ( D P T H ,  1  ,  T K - I ) ;
L O N ( F L A G }  =  L G N G ;  L A T  ( F L A G )  = L A T A  ;
I N C ( F L A G  ) =  1 N C R ;  P R 1 ( F L A G  ) =  P R M 1 ; P R 2 ( F L A G ) =  P R M 2 ;
P R 3 ( F L A G  ) =  P R M 3 ; F L G ( F L A G  ) =  F  L A G ; V Y ( F L  A G ) = S U B S T R ( D A T E , 5 ) ;  
N  0  A ( F L A G ) = N C A M P ;  N D P ( F L A G ) = N D P H A S ; N S A ( F L A G ) = N S A M P ;  
N S P ( F L A G ) - N S P H A S ;
E O A < F L A G ) = E C A M P ;  E D P ( F L A G )  =  E D P H A S ; E S A C  F L A G  ) =  E S A M P ;  
E S P ( F L A G ) = E S P H A S ;
I F  1 - i = * 3  0  G O  T O  C A R D S ;
/ *  A T  T H I S  P O I N T ,  E I T H E R  C A R D  E C F  H A S  B E E N  R E A C H E D  O R  M A X  O F  5 0  I / P  • S  
W A S  R E A C H E D ;  F L A G  =  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  S P E C I F I C  I / P » S  £  S O R T  T H E  I / P » S  
I N  T A P E  S r . G U E N C E  * /
E C  k  * I F  F  L A G -  0  T H E N  G G  T O  E C  J  ;
I F  F L A  0 - 1 T H E N  G O  T O  E O S ;
D O  I N C  R - 1  T O  A ;  / * 6 E G I K  S O R T I N G  P R O C E S S * /
U G H  V - ' F L A G - 7  ;
D O  1 =  1  T O  F L A G - 1 ;  / * f \ U M  O F  P A S S E S  F O R  P A R A M E T E R * /
D O  I T  T =  1  T C  I  +  C C N V ;  / * N U M  C F  C O M P A R E S  F O R  T H I S  P A S S * /
/ *  D E C I D E  W H E R E  T O  M A K E  C O M P A R E  * /
I F  I  N C R  = 1  T E E N  G O  T O  S i ;  / *  D E P T H  * /
I F  1 N C R  = 2  T H E N  G O  T O  S 2 ; / *  S T A T I O N  * /
I F  I N C R = 3  T H E N  G O  T O  S 3 ;  / *  S E C T I O N  * /
I F  Y Y I I T T X Y V H T T + I )  | ( Y Y ( I T T J = Y Y ( i n + I )  S M M O D l  I  T T  X M M D D  (  I T T +  1 )  )
T H E N  G O  T O  S ;  / *  D A T E  * /
G u  1 0  S W A P ;
S i :  I F  D P T (  1 T T ) > = D P T <  I T T  +  l )  T H E N  G O  T O  S ;
G O  T O  S W A P ;
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^ 2 : I F  S T A C 1 T T ) >  =  S T A (  I T T + l )  T H E N  G O  T O  S ;
G U  T O  S W A P ;
S 3 :  I F  S E C ( I T T 5 >  =  S E C (  I T T 4 I  ) T H E N  G O  T O  S ;
S W A P : C A R D ! 5 1 ) = C A f t D ( I T T ) ;
C A R D  i I T T  I = C A R D C I T T  +  1 i ;
C A R D ( I T T  + 1 )  =  C A R D ( 5 1 ) ;
S : E N D ;
C O N V  =  C Q N V - 2  ;
E N D ;
E N D  ;
E O S :
P R  I  N T =  1 I  /  P  P A R A M E T E R  C A R D S  A R E  A S  F O L L O W S  —   ----------------------------------------------
I T  T  =  0 ;
L =  L 3 ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L  3 :  I F  I T T  =  F L A G  T H E N  G C  T O  O P E N ;
I T  T = I T  T  +  l ;
L = L 8  ;
O A T  E = M M D D ( I T T  > 1  1 Y Y ( I T T ) 5 S E C T = S E C (  I T T  ) ;  S T A T  =  S T A ( I T T )  ;
D P T H = D P T ( I T T ) ;
L O  N G  =  L  O N ( I T T )  ; L A T A = L A T C  I T T ) ;  I  N C R  =  I N C ( I T T ) ;  P R M I = P R 1 (  I T T )  ;
P R M 2 = P R 2 ( I T T ) 5  P R R 3 = P R 3 ( I T T ) ;
G O  T O  I _ P Q U T ;
L d :  P R I N T -  *      * ;
L = L 3  ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L a :  L  =  C A R O S  ;
I  _ _ P O U  T :  P U T  S K I P ( 2 ) D A T  A < E A T  E , S E C T , S T  A T , C P T H , L O N G , L A T A ,  I N C R , P R M  1 S P R M 2  * 
P R M 3 ) ;
G O  T O  L  ;
C H A R A O U T  : P U T  S K I P { 2 )  L I S T  ( P R I N T ) ;
G O  J ( j  l ;
D E F I C I T  : P R I N T  ~  * A  K E Y  P A R A M E T E R  W A S  O M I T T E D ,  M I S S P E L L E D ,  O R  L A C K E D  Q U O T E  
S 9 n 3 « . « « « « <, ' i ! 1 I 1 '  T H  I  / P • ;
L = L  A ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
C  G O K D  s P R O C  R E T U R N S  ( F I > E D ) ;
D C L  ( J , J K )  F I X E D  C E C C 3 ) ;
C A L L  B L N K G C K  P A R M  ,  J K ) ;
I F  J K < 9  T H E N  G O  T C  E R R O R ;
I F  P A k M = « A L L »  T H E N  C- C T O  C K  ;
D U  J - - - A  T O  J K  B Y  3 ;
I F  J - 1 3  T H E N  J = J * 1 ;
P A R M 1 - S U B  S  T  R ( F A R R  ,  J  , 1 )  ;
I F  P A R M l - * =  • £ F A R M i - i = * - •  T H E N  G O  J O  E R R O R ;
I F  J  =  1  0  & P A  R  M  1 *-»= • -  * T E E N  G O  T O  E R R O R ;
I F  P A  R  M 1 * © '  L  J - i ^ l C  T H E N  G C  T C  E R R O R ;
E N D ;
D O  J = 1  ■ T O  J K  B Y  3 ;
I F  J = 1 | J - = 1 1  T H E N  C C ;
P A R M 1 = S U 8 S T R <  P A R M , J  , 3  ) ;
J^J + 1 ;
E N O ;
E L S E  P A R M 1  =  S U E S T R ( P A R M , J , 2  ) i
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I F  N U M E R I C  T H E N  G O  T O  C l ;
E L S E  G O  T C  E F R O B ;
C  i s  E N D ;
G K S R E T U R M U  )  ;
E R R O R s R E T U R N t 0 )  ;
E N D  C O O R C ;
N U M E R I C S P R J C  R E T U R N S  ( F I X E D ) ;
C C L  J  F I X E D  D E C ( 3 );
D O  J  =  1  T O  L E N G T H  ( F A R  M i  ) ;
I F  S U B S T R ( P A R M 1  ,  J * 1 ) = • • •  T H E N  G G  T O  A R 1 ;
I F  S U B S T R ( PARM 1 , J , 1 ) > • S • 1 S U B S T R ( P ARM1 , J , 1 ) < ' 0 *  T H E N  R E  T U R N ( 0 )  ;  
A R I : E N D ;
R E  T U R N ( 1 )  ;
E N D  N U M E R  I C ;
O P E N : T R = G ;
/ *  T R  K E E P S  T R A C K  O F  N U M  C F  F I L E S  P E R  T A P E  * /
W 5 :  I F  T R + 1 > 2 2  T H E N  G C  T O  E C J ;
T R  =  T R + 1 ;
P A  R M  =  T R ;
C A L L  B L N K G C ( F A R M ,  I T T ) ;
P A  R M  = 1 F • f ! S U B  S T R (  F A R R , 1 , I T T )  | | •  • ;
O P E N  F I L E ( T A P E I N )  T  I T L E ( P A R M ) ;
/ *  C H E C K  T U  S E E  I F  T H I S  I S  A C U R R E N T  M E T E R  F I L E  ( 1 S T  8 Y T E = * V « I  * /
G E T  F I L E ( T A P E  I N ) E D I T ( S T A T ) ( A ( 1 )  ) ;
I F  S U 6 S T R ( S T A T , 1  ,  1 ) - = 1 V '  T H E N  G O  T O  W 6 ;
/=»= T H I S  I S  A  C U R R E N T  F I L E *  R E A D  R E S T  C F  H E A D E R  * /
G E T  F I L E  ( T A P E  I N  )  E D i  T < S E C T , S T A T , O E  P T H  , L Q N G  ,  LA T  A  ,  D A  T E  ,  P  A R M 1  )
( A ( 4 )  ,  A < 2 ) , X ( 4 ) , F ( 1 0 , 3  ) , 2  A ( 7 ) ,  S K I P , 2  A ( 4 ) ) ;
/ *  C H E C K  T O  S E E  I F  T H I S  I S  A  F I L E  T O  B E  W O R K E D  W I T H ,
C H E C K  D A T E  * /
I T  T  =  1 ;
D A  T  t  =  S U  B S  T  R ( D A T E , 1 , A ) j I S U B S T R ( P A R M  1 , 3  , 2 )  ;
/ *  M A K E  A L L  B L A N K S  I N T C  Z E R O S  * /
C A L L  Z E R G G 0 ( D A T E , 6 ) ; 
w 7 : D O  I  =  I  T T  T O  F L A G ;
I F  M M D D ( I ) i  i Y Y  ( I  > = C A T E  T H E N  G O  T O  W l ;
E N D  ;
w 4 : G G  T O  F S  F ;  / *  S I N C E  T H I S  F I L E  N O T  N E E D E D  * /
/ *  D A T E  F O U N D  -  C H E C K  S E C T I O N  * /
W l s I F  S t C (  I  ) - .  =  S E C T  T H E N  G O  T O  W 2  ;
/ *  S E C T I O N  F O U N D  -  C H E C K  S T A T I O N  * /
I F  S U B S T K ( S T A T , 1 , 1 )  =  « • T H E N  S T A T ^ S U B S T R ( S T A T , 2  ) | | 1 • ;
I F  S T A (  I  ) - »=  S  T A T  T H E N  G O  T O  W 2  ;
/ *  S T A T I O N  F O U N D  -  C H E C K  C E P T H  * /
I F  D P T ( I ) = 1 A L L  « T H E N  C O ;
P R = P R - l ;  / *  D O N ' T  C O U N T  T H I S  A S  A  C O M P L E T E D  F I L E  S I N C E  O N E  C A R D  
M A Y  B E  L  S E D  T O  A C C E S S  S E V E R A L  F I L E S  * /
G O  T O  W 3 ;
E N D ;
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P K  M l  = 0  P T  i  I ) ;
I F  P R M 1 - D E P T H  T H E N  G C  T C  W 3 ;
/ *  A T  T H I S  P T ,  T H E  I T H  C A R D  I / P  H A S  B E E N  D E T E R M I N E D  N C T  T O  B E  T H E
M A T C H  F O R  T H E  C U R R E N T  T A P E  F I L E *  C O N  ' T  L O O K I N G  T H R U  T H E  C A R D  I / P  *  S  
* / * Z :  I F  I = F  L A  G  T H E N  G O  T O  F S F ;  / *  N C  M O R E  C A R D  I / P ' S  T O  L O O K  A T  * /
I T  T = I ♦ 1 ;
G O  T O  W 7 ;
/ *  A  C O R R E S P O N D I N G  C A R O  I / P  H A S  B E E N  F O U N D  F O R  T H E  T A P E  I / P *  R E A D  I N  
T H E  R E M A I N I N G  D A T A  C N  T E E  F I L E  * /
W 3 : P U T  S K I P ( 1 0 )  D A T A  ( C A T E , S E C T t S T A T # D E P T H , L O N G f L A T A , I N C ( 1 ) 1 ;
C A L L  T  A P E R E A C ! N _ C C M P , £ _ C C M P , I  I , I T T  , T A P E  I N , I N C < I  ) , N , D E L  T A „ T , T 0 0 1 ) ;
I F  1 1 = 0  T H E N  G O  T G  L 9 ;  / *  C A T  A  I S  B A D *  S K I P  C A L C *  * /
/ *  A T  T H I S  P T ,  C A L C ' S  C A N  B E  S T A R T E D *  T H E  L E N G T H  O F  T H E  O B S E R V A T I O N S  
( I N  H O U R S )  I S  S T O R E D  I N  D E L T A _ T  * /
/ *  T H E  F O U R I E R  E L E M E N T S  O F  P H A S E ,  A M P L . ,  £. A V E R .  V E L *  W I L L  B E
S T O R E D  I N  ' F O R C Q M P  * A S  T H E Y  A R E  C A L C  * E D *  T H E  1 S T  1 4 5  N U M ' S  I N  T H E  
' F O R C G M P *  A R R A Y  P E R T A I N  T O  T H E  T I D A L  P O T E N T I A L ,  T H E  2 N D  1 4 5  N U M ' S  
T O  T H E  E A S T  V E L *  C C M F C N E N T  C F  T H E  R E A L  T I D E ,  £  T H E  3 R D  1 4 5  N U M ' S  T O  
T H E  N O R T H  V E L *  C C M F C N E N T  O F  T H E  R E A L  T I D E *  I N  E A C H  S E R I E S ,
1 S T  N U M .  =  A V E R .  V E L .
2 N D  N U M .  =  A M P L .  C F  1 S T  C O M P O N E N T
3 R D  N U M .  =  P H A S E  C F  1 S T  C C M F C N E N T
4 T H  N U M .  =  A M P L *  O F  2 N D  C O M P O N E N T
5 T H  N U M .  =  P H A S E  C F  2 N D  C O M P O N E N T
1 4 5 T H  N U M .  =  P H A S E  O F  7 2 N D  C O M P O N E N T  * /
P R  1 N T = ' F O R  N O R T H  V E L C C I T Y * * • A V E R ,  V E L *  ( C M / S E C )  C O M P O N E N T  N U M *
P E R I O D  ( H R S )  A M P L I T U D E  ( C M / S E C )  P H A S E  ( D E G R E E S ) ' * ,
L= Li 1 *
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L  1 1 :
N U M _ P T  S  =  I I  — I T  T  -e-1 ;
/ *  S E T  F L A G  F O R  PRINTING IN F O U R I E R  * /
F O R C C M P l  1 i =  l  ;  / *  P R I N T  * /
I F  N S P  { I  i-=0 J N O  P < I  )-»=0 T E E N  F O  R C G M P  (1  ) = 0 ;  /* D O N ' T  P R I N T  */
C A L L  F  O U  R  I  E R  ( N _ C O  M P  ,  N U M . .  P T  S  ,  D  E  L  T  A . .  T , F  C R  C O  M P ) ;
D O  1 1 = 1  T O  1 4 5 ;
F O R C G M P ( 2 9 0  +  1 I  ) = F C F C C M P ( I  I ) ;
E N D  ;
P R  I N T  =  5 F O R  E A S T  V E L C C I T Y c  . *  A V  £ R .  V E L .  ( C M / S E C )  C O M P O N E N T  N U M . *
P E R I O D  ( H R S )  A M P L I T U D E  ( C M / S E C )  P H A S E  ( D E G R E E S ) ' ;
L= L 10;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L  1 0 :
/ *  S E T  F L A G  F O R  P R I N T I N G  I N  F O U R I E R  * /
F O R C G M P ! 1 ) = 1 i  / *  P R I N T  * /
I F  E S P  ( I ) - i = 0  I E  D  P ( I  ) - » =  C  T H E N  F O R C O M P  ( 1 )  =  0  ; / *  D O N ' T  P R I N T  * /
C A L L  F O U R I E R ( E _ C C M P ,  N U M _  P T S , D E L T  A _ T , F O R C O M P ) ;
0 0  1 1 = 1  T O  1 4 5 ;
F O R C O M P ( 1 4 5  + 1  I  )  =  F C R C C M P ( I  I) 5 
E N D ;
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/ *  S K I P  T H E  R E S T  O F  T H E  C A L C .  I F  T H E R E  W E R E  E N O U G H  T I D A L  C Y C L E S  F O R  
C O M P L E T E  H A R M O N I C  A N A L Y S I S  * /
I F  N >  =  2 8  T H E N  G O  T O  L 9 ;
/ *  I N I T I A L I Z E  A M P L I T U D E S  €  L A G S  F C R  E A C H  N E W  C U R R E N T  M E T E R  * /
/ *  F I R S T ,  N . C G M F  A M P L . ' S  £  L A G S .  « /
A M P L . K 1 = - .  5 3  0 5  0 * N D A  (  I ) / 8 6 1  6 4  . 0 9 0 5 5  *, L A G „ K X  =  N D P ( I  )  ;
A M P L _ U 1 =  .  3 7  6 8 9 * N  C A ( I  1 / 9  2 9 4 9 . 6  3  0 1 3  ;  L A G . C 1 = N D P ( I  ) ;
A M P L . M 2  =  . 9 G 8 1 2 * N S A (  I ) / 4 4 7 1 4 .  1 6 4 3 7  ;  L A G _ M 2 = N S P ( I )  5
A M P L _ S 2 =  . 4 2 3 5 8 * N S A C  D / 4 3 2 0 0 ;  L A G . S 2 = N S  P  < I )  ;
A M P L _ N 2 =  . 1 7 3 8 7  * N  S A { I ) / 4 5 5 7 0 . C 5 3 6 4  ;  L A G _ N 2 = N S P ( I  ) ;
P U T  S K I P  D A T  A ( A M P  L . K l , L A G . K l , A M P L . . 0 1 , L A G . G 1 , A M P L . M 2 , L A G . M 2 , A M P L . S 2 ,  
L A G _ S 2 » A M P L . N 2  ,  L A G . N 2  ) ;
C A L L  E Q . T I  D E I C A T E , T 0 C 1  , L A T A , L O N G , D E L T A . T , L A G . K l , L A G . 0 1  ,
L A G . M 2 , L A G _ S 2 , L A  G . N 2 , A M P L . K 1 , A M F L _ 0 1 , A M P L . M 2 , A M P L . S 2 ,
A M P L . N 2 , T I D E , N U M . P T S )  ;
P R  I  N T  = *  F O R  N O R T H  T I C A L  P T L • . A V E R .  V E L  .  ( C M / S E C )  C O M P O N E N T  N U M .
P E R I O D  ( H R S )  A M P L I T U D E  ( C M / S E C )  P H A S E  ( D E G R E E S ) 1 ;
L =  L 1 2 ;
G O  T O  C H A R A Q U T ;
L  1 2  5
/ *  S E T  F L A G  F O R  P R I N T I N G  I N  F O U R I E R  * /
F O R C C M P d  ) = 1  ;  / *  P R I N T  * /
C A L L  F  O U R  I E R ( T I D  E , N U M . P T S , D E L T A _ T , F C R C O M P ) ;
P R I  N T  = 1 A M P L  *  R A T I O S  £  P E A S E  R E L A T I O N S  ~  N O R T H  V  E L .  . . C O M P O N E N T  N U M .  
P E R I O D  R A T I C  R E L A T I O N *  ;
L =  L 1 3 ;
a n r n r w a c? a ni i t »O ^  • W-/ « 4 * » > • ~ I f
L 1 3 : D O  N = 2  T O  1 4 5  B Y  2 ;
P U T  S K I P  E O I T I N / 2 , D E L T A . T * 2 / N , F C R C 0 M P ( N + 2 9 Q ) / F O R C O M P ( N )  ,
F C R C C M P ( N + 2 9 1 ) - F G P C C M P ( N + l ) )
( C G L C 4 7 ) , F ( 3 ) f X ( 1 2 ) t F ( i 0 t 4 ) , X ( 4 ) , F ( 1 0 , 3 > , X ( i 0 ) ,
F(1C,5 ) );
E N D  ;
/ *  N O W  M A K E  C A  L G  * S  F O R  R E D U C T I O N  O F  V A R I A N C E  * /
C A L L  V A R  I A N C E ( N . C C M P , T I C E , N U M . P T S » F O R  C O M P ( 1 ) » F 0 R C 0 M P ( 2 9 1 )  ) ;
/ *  I F  N D P  €  N S P  E Q U A L  Z E R O  T H E N  A S S U M E  1 H A T  N . C O M P  H A S  N O T  B E E N  
P L O T T E D  B E F O R E  * /
I F  N  D  P  (  i  ) =  0  0  N S P ( I ) = 0  T H E N  C A L L  P L O T ( N . C O M P , N U M . P T S ) ;  .
/ *  D U N *  T  P R I N T  T I D A L  P O T E N T I A L  I F  N O  A L T E R A T I O N S  H A V E  B E E N  D O N E  * /
I F  N D A  ( I  ) - . = l  J N S A  { I  >-» =  l  I N C P  (  I  ) -  =  0 |  N S P (  1 } - . =  0  T H E N
C A L L  P L O T C T  I D E , N U M . P T S )  ;
/ *  C A L C  R E S I D U A L  I F  N S F ( I )  O R  N C P U )  . N E .  Z E R O  * /
I F  N S P  ( I  ) * »  =  ( )  I N D F ( I  ) ~ i  =  0  T H E N  C O ;
D O  I  1 = 1  T O  N U M . P T S ;
/ *  C O N V E R T  A V E R .  F R O M  C M . / S E C  T O  F P S  * /
N . C O M P ( I  I  ) = N . C O M P ( I  I ) - T I D E  < I  I ) ♦ < F O R C U M P d ) - F O R C O M P ( 2 9 1  ) ) / 3 0 . 4 6 0 0 6 ;  
E N D  ;
C A L L  P L O T  ( N . C O M P , N U M . P T S ) ;  ,
E N D ;  1
I N I T I A L I Z E  A M P L I T U D E S  £  L A G S  F O R  E A C H  N E W  C U R R E N T  M E T E R  * /
/ *  N O W ,  E . C G M P  A M F L  •  * S  S L A G S .  * /
A M P  L . K  l = * - o  5 3 0 5 0 * E C A (  I  ) /  8 6  1 6  4 .  0  9 0  5 . 5  ;  L A G . K 1  =  E D P ( I  )  ;
A  M P  L . G 1 =  . 3 7 6 8  9 * E C M I ) / 9  2 9  4 9 . 6  3 0 1 3 ;  L A G . 0 1  =  E O P ( I  ) ;
A M P L  M 2 =  .  9 0 8 1 2 * E S A <  I ) / 4 4 7 1 4 .  1 6 4 3 7  ;  . L A G  M 2 = E S P ( I ) ;
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A M P L _ S 2 -  . 4 2 3 5 8 * E S A (  I ) / A 3 2 0 0 *  L A G _ S 2 = E S P <  I ) ;
A M P L _ N 2 =  . 1 7 3 3 7 * E S A C  I  ) / 4  5 5 7 C . 0 5 3 6 4  ;  L A G _ N 2 - E S P ( I  ) 5
P U T  S K I P  D A T A ( A M P L _ K 1 , L A G . K l , A M P L _ 0 1 , L A G _ 0 1 , A M P L . M 2 , L A G _ M 2 , A M P L . S 2 ,  
L A G _ S  2 » A M P L _ N 2 , L A G _ N 2 ) ;
C A L L  E Q _ T  I  D E C  C A T E , T 0 D 1  » L  A T  A ,  L 0  N G  ,  D E  L  T  A _  T ,  L  A  G _ K  1  ,  L A  G _ 0 1  ,
L A G . M 2  y L  A G _ S 2  » L A G . N 2  , A M P L _ K 1  , A M F L _ 0 1  ,  A M P L . M 2 ,  A M P L . S 2  ,  
A M P L . N 2 * T I D E , N U M . P T S )  ;
P R  I  N T - ' F O R  E A S T  T  I C A L  P T L . . A V E R .  V E L .  ( C M / S E C )  C O M P O N E N T  N U M .
P E R I O D  C H R S )  A M P L I T U D E  ( C M / S E C )  P H A S E  ( D E G R E E S ) * ;
L - L 1 5 ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L  1 3  :
/ *  S E T  F L A G  F O R  P R I N T I N G  I N  F O U R I E R  * /
F O R C C M P C 1 ) = 1 ;  / *  P R I N T  * /
C A L L  F O U R  I  E R ( T I D E  , N U M . P T S f D E L T A _ T , F C R C O M P ) ;
P R  I N  T = * A M P L  •  R A T  I C S  6  P H A S E  R E L A T I O N S  -  E A S T  V  E L . o . C O M P O N E N T  N U M .  
P E R I O D  R A T I O  R E L A T I O N *  ;
L =  L 1 4 ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L i 4 :  D O  N =  2  T O  1 4 5  8 Y  2 ;
P U T  S K I P  E D I T  ( N / 2 ,  D E L T A _ T * 2 / N , F C R C O M P ( N + 1 4 5 ) / F O R C O M P ( N  ) ♦
F O R C C M P C N + 1 4 6 ) ~ F O P C O M P ( N + l ) )
■ C C O L ( 4 7 ) , P ( 3 ) , X { 1 2 ) , F ( 1 U , 4 ) , X < 4 ) , F ( 1 0 , 3 > , X U 0 ) ,
F  ( 1 C  » 5  ) ) ;
E N D  i
/ *  N O W  M A K E  C A L C ' S  F O R  R E C U C T I C N  O F  V A R I A N C E  * /
C A  L L  V A R  I A N C E C  E _ C C M P * T I D E , N U M . P T S , F O R C U M P ( 1 )  * F O R C O M P ( 1 4 6 )  ) ;
/ *  I F  E  D P  £  E S P  E Q U A L  Z E R O  T H E N  A S S U M E  T H A T  E . C O M P  H A S  N O T  B E E N  
P L O T T E D  B E F O R E  * /
I F  E O F ( I ) = 0  6 E S P { I  ) = 0  T H E N  C A L L  P L O T ( E _ C O M P , N U M . P T S ) ;
/ *  D O N ' T  P R I N T  T I D A L  P O T E N T I A L  I F  N O  A L T E R A T I O N S  H A V E  B E E N  D O N E  * /
I F  E D A  ( I  ) - » - l | E S A (  I ) ~ i = l | E D P (  I  ) - i  =  O l E S P ( I ) - »  =  Q  T H E N
C A L L  P L O T ( T  I D E , N U M . P T S )  ;
/ *  C A L C  R E S I D U A L  I F  E S P C I )  C R  E C P ( I )  . N  E c  Z E R O  * /
I F  E S P C I  t - « = 0  { E C P C 1 H - 0  T H E N  D O ;
D O  I  1 =  1 ! C  N U M . P T S ;
/ *  C O N V E R T  A V E R .  F R O M  C M . / S E C  T O  F P S  * /
E _ C U M P  C I  I  ) - E . C G M P  < I  I ) - T I D E ( I  I > +  ( F O R C O M P C  1 ) - F O R C O M P  ( 1 4 6 ) ) / 3 0 . 4 8 0 0 6 ;  
E N D ;
C A L L  P L O T ( E . C G M P , N U M . P T S  ) ; 
e n d ;
L  9  I  P R  =  P  R +  1 ;
/ *  D O E S  T H E  #  O F  I N D I V I D U A L  C A L C ' S  =  #  O F  C A R D  I / P « S ?  * /
I F  P K <  F  L A  G T H E N  G C  T C  W 5  ? / *  N G  -  C C N ' T  * /
/ *  A L L  C A R D  I / P ' S  H A V E  B E E N  P R I N T E D ,  O R  T H E  T A P E  I / P  I S  F I N I S H E D  N O W  * /  
E O J : P R  I N T  =  * E G J  -  N U M  C F  F I L E S  R E A D - * | ] T R |  1 '  .  M A X  N U M  O F  F I L E S  I S  2 2 * ;  
L - L 7  ;
G O  T O  C H A R A O U T ;
L 7 : S T  O P ;
/ *  T H I S  P T  I S  R E A C H E D  W H E N  I T  H A S  B E E N  D E T E R M I N E D  T H A T  T H E  T A P E  F I L E  I S  
N O T  1 T U  B E  W O R K E D  C N .  C H E C K  T O  S E E  I F  T H E  T A P E  S O R T I N G  K E Y S  A R E  A L L  
H I G H E R  T H A N  T H E  C A R D  I / P  S O R T I N G  K E Y S  ( I F  S O ,  T H E N  R E M A I N D E R  O F  C A R D  
I / P ' S  W I L L  A L W A Y S  B E  . L T .  £  N E V E R  . E Q .  T H E  T A P E  K E Y S ,  S O  G O  T O  E O J * /
F S  F :  I F  S U B S T  R ( D A T  E , 5 , 2 ) > Y Y ( F  L A G ) T H E N  G O  T O  E O J ;
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I F  S U B S T R ( C A T E , 5 , 2 K Y Y ( F L A G )  T H E N  G O  T O  W 6 ;
I F  S U B S T R ( D A T E , 1  , 4 ) > N M C C ( F L A G )  T H E N  G O  T O  E O J ;  
I F  S U B S T R  ( C A T  E ,  1  ,  4  ) - * = M M D D (  F L A G  ) T H E N  G O  T O  W 6 ;  
I F  S E C T > S E C ( F L A G )  T H E N  G O  T O  E O J 5 
I F  S  E C  T ~ » =  S  E C  (  F L A  G  )  T H E N  G O  T O  W 6  i 
I F  S T A T > S T A ( F L A G )  T F E N  G G  T O  E O J ;
I F  S T A T - t» =  S T A ( F L A G  )  T F E N  G C  T O  W 6 ;
P R M l  =  O P T ( F L A G )  ;
I F  D  E  P T H >  P R M 1 T H E N  G C  T C  E C J ;
/ *  W A N T  T O  F O R W A R D  S P A C E  T O  N E X T  F I L E  * /
W 6 :  C L O S E  F I L E  ( T A P E I N ) ;
G O  T O  W 5 5
E N D  R E A D ;
* P R O C E S S ( • N O  S O U R C E *  ) ;
T A P L R E A D : P R O C ( N _ C Q M P , E _ C C M P , I , J  t T A P E  I N , I N C , K , D T , T O D 1  )  ;
/ *  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  R E A C S  I N  T F E  M E A S U R E M E N T S  F O R  A  C H O S E N  C U R R E N T  M E T E R  
( U P  T O  2 1 6 0  M E A S U R E M E N T S ,  I N C L U S I V E ) ,  F I N D S  T H E  F I R S T  G O O D  t  «\ T R Y  
< A N G L  E  « N E  •  9 9 9 )  £  S E T S  J  P O I N T I N G  T C  T H A T  E N T R Y ,  T R U N C A T E S  A L L  D A T A  
A F T E R  T H E  L A R G E S T  P O S S I B L E  I N T E G R A L  N U M B E R  O F  T I O A L  C Y C L E S  £  S E T S  I  
P u I N  T I N G  T O  T H E  L A S T  E N T R Y *  I F  A  D E S I R E D  T I M E  I N C R E M E N T  F O R  T H E  C U R ­
R E N T  M E T E R  R E A D I N G S  W A S  R E A D  I N T O  * I N C  * D U R I N G  T H E  R E A D I N G  O F  T H E  
P A R A M E T E R  C A R O S ,  T H E  T I M E  D I F F E R E N C E  ( I N  M I N U T E S )  E E T W E 6 N  S U C C E S S I V E  
k c A O I N  G S  I S  C H E C K E D  T O  S E E  I F  I T  I S  E Q U A L  T O  T H E  V A L U E  O F  ‘ I N C * *  I F  
N O T  E Q U A L ,  A N  E R R O R  M E S S A G E  I S  P R I N T E D  £  F U R T H E R  C A L C  * S  O N  T H I S  C U R ­
R E N T  M E T E R  F I L E  A R E  A B O R T E D *  A L S C ,  I F  T H E R E  A R E  N O T  A T  L E A S T  1 4  D A Y S  
C F  G O O D  D A T A  ( W I T H  A L L  B A D  C A T A  P O I N T S  W H O S E  V A L U E S  O F  S P E E D  £  
D I R E C T I O N  W E R E  I N T E R F C L A T E D )  A  M E S S A G E  I S  P R I N T E D *
O N  R E T U R N ,  I F  1 = 0  T F E N  T H E  C A T A  H A S  B E E N  D E T E R M I N E D  T O  B E  B A D .
*/
C C L  ( N _ C O M P (  2 1 6 0 )  » E _ C C M P ( 2 1 6 C ) ) O E C  F L O A T ( 8 )  ,
T 0 D 1  F  I X  E D  D E C  ( 4  ) ,
T O D  F I X E D  D E C ( 4 )  ,  T C D 2  F I X E D  C E C < 4 > ,
( V E L O C I T Y , V E L I , V E L 2 ) D E C  F L O A T ( 8 ) ,
( 0  I R E C T  t D I R E C I I , D I R E C T 2 )  F I X E D  D E C ( 3  ) ,
T A P E I N  F I L E  I N P U T ,
( J  » K , K 2 ) F I X E C  C  E C < 3  ) ,  ( i , K l )  F I X E D  D E C ( 4 ) ,
I N C  O E C I M A L  F  L C A  T ( 6 )  ,
L  L A B E L ( R 4 , R 5 , R E ) ,
P R I N T  C H A R ( 1 3 0 )  V A R Y I N G ,
L  2  L A B E L ( R 1 , R 2 , E C R , T E O F ) ,
L L  L A B E L  < R 9 , R I 0 )  ;
O N  E N Q F I L E ( T A P E I N  ) G C  T C  T E O F ;
/ *  I N I T I A L I Z E  V A R I A B L E S  * /
K = 0 ;  / *  K  * E Q .  N U M B E R  O F  I N T E G R A L  T 1 C A L  C Y C L E S .  M U S T  B E  * G E .  2 9
F O R  H A R M C M C  A N A L Y S I S  * /
K 1 = 0 ;  / *  K 1 P O I N T S  T U  L A S T  P I E C E  O F  G O O D  D A T A  F O R  A N  I N T E G R A L  N U M B  
O F  T I D A L  C Y C L E S  * /
K 2  =  0 ;  / *  K  2  C O U N T S  T F E  N U M B E R  O F  D A T A  P O I N T S  W H O S E  V A L U E S  H A D  T O
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B E  D E T E R M I N E D  B Y  I N T E R P O L A T I C N  * /
T D = 0 ;  / *  T C  • E Q •  R U N N I N G  T O T A L  O F  T I M E .  T D  I S  A L W A Y S  « L T «  I  T I D A L  
C Y C L E  * /
L L  =  R 9 ;
I F  I N C = - 1  T H E N  L L = R 1 0 ;  / *  S E T  L L  *  E Q «  R I O  I F  T I M E  O E F F E R E N C E S
B E T W E E N  S U C C E S S I V E  R E A D I N G S  A R E  N C T  T O  
B E  C F E C K E D  * /
L = R 4 ;  / *  F O R  1 S T  T I M E  T H R O U G H  L O O P  * /
L Z  = R i ; / *  L 2  I S  C H A N G E D  T C  R 2  I F  A  R E A D I N G  I S  B A D  G I T S  S P E E D  G
D I R E C T I O N  M U S T  B E  I N T E R P O L A T E D  * /
/ *  I N I T I A L I Z E  R E M A I N I N G  V A R I A B L E S  * /
V E  L O C I T Y - 0 ;  u i R E C T = 0 ;  T C D = 0 ;  J =  1 ;
D O  1 = 1  T O  2 1 6 0 ;  / *  R E A D  U P  T O  2 1 o 0  P I E C E S  O F  D A T A  * /
/ *  S A V E  E L E M E N T S  O F  L A S T  R E A D  * /
V E  L I = V  t L O C 1 T Y ;
D I R E C T  I N D I R E C T ;
T 0 D 2 = T G D ;
I F  1 = 1  T H E N
G E T  F I L E ( T A P E I N )  E D I T  ( T O D , V E L O C I T Y , D I R E C T )
{ C 0 L ( l i , F { 4 , 0 ) , F ( 6 f 3 i , F ( 3 , 0 J ) ;
E L S E
G E T  F I L E I T A P E I N )  E D I T  ( T 0 D , V E L O C I T Y , D I R E C T I
( F { 4 , O I , F ( 8 , 3 ) , F ( 3 , 0 ) ) ;
/ *  l h  T O D  *  G T  *  2 4 0 0 ,  A S S U M E  T H A T  T A P E  E C F  H A S  B E  t N  R E A C H E D  * /
I F  T Q D > 2 4 0 0  T H E N  G G  T C  T E O F ;
G O  T O  L i  / *  I F  1 = 1  G C  T O  R 4 *  I F  I  . G T .  1 G 1 S T  G C O D  R E A D I N G  H A S  
N O T  B E E N  F O U N D ,  G O  T O  R 5 *  E L S E  G O  T O  R 6  * /
R  * ♦ ;  L  =  R  s ;
G O  T O  R 7  ;  / *  G O  T C  E R p  O F  L O O P  S I N C E  T H E R E  A R E  N O  C A L C ' S  T C  D O  O N  
1 S T  T I M E  T H R O U G H  * /
R 5 :  I F  D i R e C T l  = 9 9 9  T E E N  G O  T O  R 7 ;  / *  P R E V I O U S  R E A D I N G  I S  B A D *  K E E P
L O C P I N G  U N T I L  A  G O O D  R E A C 1 N G  I S  
F O U N D  * /
/ *  A T  T H I S  P T ,  T H E  F I R S T  G G O C  R E A D I N G  H A S  B E E N  F O U N D  * /
J =  I  - 1 ;  / *  J  P T  S  T C  1 S T  G C C  C P I E C E  C F  C A T A  * /
T O D 1 =  T O D  2 ;
L =  Rt > ;
/ *  B E G I N  F I L L I N G  I N  A R R A Y S  F R C M  1 S T  E L E M E N T  * /
N _ C U M P ( 1 ) = N _ C O M P ( J  ) ;
E _ C 0 M P ( 1  ) =  E _ _ C G M P  < J  ) ;
R 6:
I F  T G D C T G D 2  T H E N  T C Q = T O D + 2 4 0 0 ; / *  A D D  2 4  H R S  I F  T O D
*  L  T *  T O  D 2  S O  T H A T
A  S U B T R A C T I O N  C A N  B E  
D O N E  * /
/ #  H i  N O  T H E  D I F F E R E N C E  ( I N  H R S * )  O F  T H E  L A S T  2  R E A D I N G S  * /
D T = (  T 0 D - T 0 D 2 ) / 6 0 - 2 * (  F L C C R I T O D / 1 0 0  I - F L O U R ( T G D 2 / 1 0 0 )  ) / 3 ;
I F  T 0 D > = 2 4 0 0  T H E N  T 0 C  =  T 0 C - 2 4 G 0  ;  / *  R E S E T  T O D  * /
G O  T O  L L ;
R 9 s  I F  A B S ( D T  - I N C / 6 C ) > .  0 1  T H E N  G O  T C  E R R O R  1 ;  / *  I F  C U R R E N T  M E T E R ' S
T I M E R  G O T  O F F ,  G O  T O  E R R 0 R 1  * /
R I O : T D  =  T D  +  D T ;
I F  T D > 1 2 • 4 5  T H E N  D O ;  / *  N O W  H A V E  A N O T H E R  T I D A L  C Y C L E ,  * /
/ *  I N I T I A L I Z E  K 1  T O  P T *  T O  T H E  L A S T  P I E C E  O F  G O O D  b A T A  F O R
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K +  l  T I D A L  C Y C L E S  * /
K l  =  I ;
/ *  I F  T H E  I T H  R E A D I N G  I S  G O O D ,  B R A N C H  O U T  * /
I F  D I R E C T  - . = 9 9 9  T H E N  G O  T C  R 3 ;
/ *  M A K E  P O I N T E R  P O I N T  T O  I - i  R E A D I N G  ( I N  C A S E  1 + 1  R E A D I N G  
I S  B A D  A L S C  * /
K  1 = 1 - 1 ;
/ *  I F  I T H  S (  I - 1 I T H  R E A D I N G S  W E R E  B A D ,  M U S T  S E T  P O I N T E R  T O  
( 1 - 2 ) N D  B E A D I N G  * /
I F  D I R E C T I  = 9 9 9  T H E N  K l = I - 2 ;
/ *  I  N C R *  N U M B E R  C F  T I L A L  C Y C L E S  * /
R 3 : K = K + 1  ;
T D = T D - 1 2 . 4 5 ; / *  R E S E T  T I D A L  C Y C L E  T I M E  C O U N T E R  * /
E N D ;
G O  T O  L 2 ;
/ *  1 N T E R P C L A T  I C N  R O U T I N E  * /
R  2  • L 2  = R  i ;  / *  C O N T R O L  I S  P A S S E D  T C  R 2  W H E N  T H E  P R E V I C U S  R E A D I N G  ( I - X )  
W A S  B A D  * /
I F  D I R E C T  = 9 9 9  T F E N  G C  T O  E R R 2  i  / *  C A N  * T  I N T E R P O L A T E  * /
K 2 = K 2 + 1 ;
/ *  U S E  A V E R A G E  O F
P R E V  I O U S  A N D  S U C -  
C E D D I N G  D A T A  * /
X I = A B S ( V E L 2 ) * C O S ( < 9 G - C I R E C T 2  > / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8  ) ;
X 2 = A B S ( V E L C C I T Y  > * C O S (  ( 9 0 - D I R E C T  ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 )  ;
X 1 =  (  X i + X 2  ) / 2  ;
Y 1 = A 6 S ( V E L 2 ) * S I N ( ( 9 0 - D I R E C T 2 ) / 5 7 , 2  9 5  8 ) ;
Y 2 = A B S ( V E L O C I T Y  } * S I M ( 9 0 - D I R E C T  ) / 5 7 a 2 9 5 5 ) ;
Y 1 = ( Y 1 + Y 2 ) / 2 ;
V E  L l  =  (  X 1 * X 1 + Y 1 * Y 1 ) * * ( ,  5 )  ;
I F  X 1 = 0  T H E N  D O ;
d i r e c t i = o ;
G O  T O  R 8 ;
E N D ;
0 1  R E C T I  =  4 5 O - A T A N  < Y 1 / X I  1 * 5 7 , 2 9 5  8 ;
I F  D I R E C T 1 <  =  3 6 0  T H E N  G O  T O  R 8 ;
D I R E C T I  =  D I  R E C T I - 3  6 0 ;
I F  X 1 < 0  T H E N  D I R E C T 1 = C I R E C T I + 1 8 0 ;
k 6  :
P U T  S K  I  P ( 2 )  E D I T C • P R E V I O U S  R E  A C I N G = * , A B S ( V E L  2 ) , D I R E C T 2 ,  f S U C C E E D I N  
G R E  A D I N G = «  , A 6 S  < V E L G C I  T V ) , D  I R  E C T ,  • I N T E R  P C L A T E O  R E A D  I N G =  * , V E L 1 , D  I  R E C T I i  
( X < 1 0 ) , A , X ( 2 ) , F ( 8 , 3 ) , X ( 2 ) , F ( 3  1 , S K I P ,
X ( i  0 )  , A ,  X ( 2  ) » F  (  8  ,  3 )  ,  X  ( 2  ) ,  F  (  3  ) , S K  I  P ,
X ( I 0 ) , A , X ( 2 ) , F ( 8 , 3 )  ,  X  { 2  ) ,  F  ( 3 ) ) ;
N _ C O M P ( I  - J ) = A B S ( V  E L I  ) * C C S ( C I R E C T 1 / 5 7 . 2 9  5 B ) ;  
£ _ C G M P ( I - J ) = A 8 S ( V E L l ) * S l N < D I R E C T l / 5 7 . 2 9 5 3 ) ;
R l : I F  D 1 R E C T = 9 9 9  T H E N  D C ;
L 2  =  R 2  ;
/ *  S A V E  P R E V I O U S  R E A D I N G  * /
V  fc L  2 = V  E L  I  ;
U I R E C T 2 = D 1 R E C T I ;
E N D  ;
/ *  L A S T  R E A D I N G  I S  B A D .  C A L C  I T S  V A L U E S  
O F  S P E E D  6  D I R E C T  B Y  I N T E R P O L A T I O N
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O F  P R E V I O U S  £  S U C C E E D I N G  D A T A  * /
f t  7 :
/ *  T H I S  R O U T I N E  B R E A K S  U P  T F E  P C L A R  C O O R D I N A T E  V A L U E S  O F  V E L O C I T Y  I N T O  
I T S  N O R T H  ( N _ C O M P )  C E A S T  ( E _ C C M P >  C O M P O N E N T S .
C H A N G E  F R O M  P O L A R  C O O R D I N A T E S  I N  T E R M S  O F  R A D I A N S  B Y
X  =  V E L O C I T Y * C O S ( D I R E C T / 5  7 .  2 9 5 8 )
Y  =  V E L O C I T Y * S I N  ( C I R E C T / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8  )  * /
N _ C U M P (  I - J * 1 ) = A B S ( V E L C C I T Y  ) * C G S ( D I R E C T  7 5 7 . 2 9  5 8  ) ;
E - . C G M P  ( I - J + l ) = A B S ( V E L C C I T Y  ) * S I N  (  D  I R  E C T  /  5 7 .  2 9 5 8 )  ;
E N D ;
/ *  A T  T H I S  P O I N T ,  E O F  F O R  T H E  T A P E  W A S  R E A C H E D  O R  T H E  M A X  O F  2 1 6 0  
E N T R I E S  H A V E  B E E N  R E A C .  * /
T c O F s P U T  S K I P ( 2 )  E D I T  ( • N U M B E R  O F  R E  A C  I N G S = • , I - 1 , f N U M B E R  O F  T I D A L  C Y C L E  
S  * , K ,  * N U M B E R  O F  I N T  E R  P C L  A T  t C  R E A D I N G S = * , K 2  , * N U M B E R  O F  G O O D  R E A D I N G S ^ ,
K l - J - H ,  ‘ S T A R T  I  IS G A T  R E  A C  I h G  * ,  J  ,  * E N O  I N G  A T  R E A D I N G * ,  K l )
( X (  1 0 )  , A , X <  1 ) , F ( 4  )  , S K I P  ,
X ( 1 0 )  ,  A , X < 1 ) , F ( 4  ) , S  K I P ,
X {  1 0 )  ,  A  ,  X  ( 1 )  ,  F  ( 4  )  ,  S  K I  P ,
X <  1 0  )  ,  A ,  X (  1 > ,  F ( 4  )  ,  S K I P  ,
X <  1 5 )  , A , X ( 1 )  , F < 4  ) , S  K I P ,
X < 1 5 ) , A , X ( 1 ) , F ( A ) ) ;
1 =  K l ;  / *  S E T  I  P T ’ I N G  T O  T H E  L A S T  E N T R Y  F O R  T H E  M A X  N U M B E R  O F  
I N T E G R A L  T I C A L  C Y C L E S  * /
I F  K > =  2 8  T H E N  G O  T C  E O R ;  / *  G O  T O  E O R  I F  H A R M O N I C  A N A L Y S I S  R E Q U I R ­
E M E N T S  A R  E M E T .
N O T  E N O U G H  T I D A L  C Y C L E S  F C R  C O M P L E T E  H A R M O N I C  A N A L Y S I S  * /
P R I N T - 8 N O T  E N O U G H  T I C A L  C Y C L E S  F O R  C O M P L E T E  F O U R I E R  A N A L Y S I S — “ 1 1
k ;
L 2  =  E O R  ;
G O  T O  C H O L T ;
c  R R  2 :  P R  I N T - • T  W 0  C O N S E C U T T V E  D A T A  P T S  H A V E  B E E N  F O U N D  T O  B E  B A D o  R E A D I N G  
O F  T H E  R E S T  O F  T H E  D A T A  W I L L  B E  T E R M I N A T E D * ;
L 2  =  T  E O F  ;
G O  T O  C H O U T ;
c R R U R l : P U T  S K I P < 2 )  E D  I T < • C C N F L I C T I N G  T I M E  I N T E R V A L S  F C R  R E A D I N G S  • , I ,  * A  
N D *  ,  I - 1 , * T A P E  I N T E R V A L S  , D T  , * ,  I N C R E M E N T  R E A D  I N - * ,  I N C / 6 0 ,  * H R S * )
( A , F ( 5 ) , A , F ( 5 ) , S K I P , X ( 2 0 ) , A , F ( 8 , 5 ) , A , F ( 8 , 5 ) , A ) ;
1 = 0 ;
G O  T O  E O R ;
C H O U T : P U T  S K I P  L i S T ( P R I R T ) ;
G O  T O  L  2  ;
F O R : C L O S E  F X L f c ( T A P E  I N  ) ;
/ *  C A L C .  T H E  L E N G T H  O F  T H E  O B S E R V A T I O N S  I N  H R S .  £  S T O R E  I N  D T  * /  
0 T = D T * ( 1 ~ J ) ;
/ *  A T  T H I S  P T ,  T H E  1 S T  C - C O D  R E A D I N G  I S  I N  N _ C 0 M P ( 1 )  £  E _ C 0 M P ( 1 )  £  T H E  
L A S T  G O O D  R E A D I N G  I S  I N  N _ C C  M P  ( I  -  J  + 1  )  £  E _ C O M P  ( 1 -  J  + 1  ) * /
E N D  T A P E R E A O ;
* P R O C E S S  ( 1 N O S O U R C  E * ) ;
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F O U R  I  E R  :  P R O C (  C O M P  , N P , D E L T A _ _ T ,  F O R  C C M P ) ;
/ *  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C O N V E R T S  T H E  S E R I E S  Q F  T H E  V E L O C I T Y  C O M P O N E N T S
I N T O  A  F O U R I E R  S E R I E S  B Y  T H E  C A L C .  O F  T H E  1 S T  7 2  F O U R I E R  C O E F F .  B Y  
I N T E G R A T I O N  U S I N G  S I M P S C N ' S  W I N D O W .  * N P '  I S  T H E  N U M .  O F  P T S .  
( R E A D I N G S )  F O R  T H I S  C C  R F C N E N T •  * D E L T  A _ T  '  I S  T H E  L E N G T H  O F  T H E
O B S E R V A T I O N S  I N  H O U R S  * /
D C L  C O M P ( 2  1 6 0 )  D E C  F L O A T ( 8  )  t
P I  F L O A T  I N I T I A H 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 ) ,
L  L A B E L ( F 1 , F 2 ) ,
F O R C O M P ( 4 3 5 )  C E C  F L O A T ( 8  ) ,
( A , B )  F L O A T ( 8  )  ,
( N P , K , M )  F I X E D  C  E C ( 4  )  ,
N  F I X E D  D E C ( 3  ) ;
/ *  C A L C .  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  I N T E R V A L S  F O R  I N T E G R A T I O N  B Y  S I M P S O N ' S  R U L E  * /  
M = N P - 1  ;
/ *  F O R C  C M  P ( 1 )  I S  A F L A G  S U C H  T F  A T  I F  F G R C G M P ( 1 )  I S  Z E R O ,  N O  P R I N T  * /
L =  F 1 ;  I  =  F O R C O M P ( 1 )  ;  / *  I N I T I A L I Z E  T O  P R I N T  * /
I F  1 = 0  T H E N  L = F 2 ;  / *  N O  P R I N T  * /
/ *  C A L C  T H E  1 S T  7 2  C O E F F .  C N L Y  * /
H B = 2 4 * M ;
F 0 R C G M P ( 1 ) = 1 7 * ( C C M F C 1 ) 4 C C M P ( N P  ) ) +
5 9 * ( C 0 M P ( 2 ) * C C M F ( M )  ) ♦
4  3 * ( C G M F < 3 )  + C C M F ( M - l *  )  +
4 9 * ( C C M P ( 4 ) + C C M F ( M - 2 1 ) ;
D O  N = 1  T O  7 2 ;
/ *  I N T E G R A T E  O V E R  T F E  M I N T E R V A L S  U S I N G  S I M P S O N ' S  W I N D O W  * /
H A  =  2 * P I * N / M ;
A = 1 7 * ( C G M P (  1 ) + C O M P  ( N P  > * C O S (  F A * M  ) ) +
5  9 *  ( C  G  M P  { 2  )  *  C O S  (  F  A )  4  C 0  M P  ( M ) *  C  C S  ( H A *  { M  -  i  ) ) )  +•
4  3 * ( C O M P ( 3 ) * C G S ( H A * 2  ) + C C M P ( M - 1 ) * C C S ( H A * ( M ~ 2  > )  ) +
4  9 * { C O M P < 4 ) * C C S  ( H A * 3 ) * C C M P { M - 2 ) * C O S { H A * ( M -  3 ) >  ) ;  
B = 1 7 * C 0 M P ( N P > * S I N ( H A . * M ) +
5  9 * ( C O M P ( 2 ) * S I N ( H A ) * C C  M P <  M J * S I N ( H A * ( M - i ) )  } *
4 3 *  ( C O M P  ( 3 ) * S I N ( h A * 2 M C G M P ( M - l ) * S I N  ( H A * (  M - 2  ) )  ) ♦
4 9 * ( C O M P ( 4 ) *  S I N ( H A * 3  > + C C M P { M - 2  > * S I N ( H A # ( M - 3  > )  ) ;
D O  K = 5  T O  M - 3 ;
/ *  T H I S  I S  A  1  T I M E  P A S S  T O  C A L C  A V E R .  O F  T H E  S E R I E S  * /
I F  N  =  1  T H E N  F C R C C  M P ( 1 ) = F  G R C O M P ( 1 ) +  4  8 * C 0 M P ( K ) ;
A =  A  + 4 8  * C  O M  P  ( K  ) * C G S  ( H  A *  C K  -  1 ) ) ;
0 = B + 4 8 * C C M P ( K ) * S I N ( H A * ( K - 1 ) ) ;
E N D ;
A  =  A / H B * ,
B  =  B / Ht J  ;
I F  N = 1  T H E N  D O ;
/ *  3 0 . 4 6 0 0 6  I S  A  C C N V E R S I C N  F A C T O R  -  F R C M  F T . / S E C  T O  C M « / S E C  * /
F U R C O M  P { I ) =  F C R  C O M  P ( 1  > / < M * 4 8 ) * 3 0 . 4 8 0 0 6 ;
P U T  S K I P  E D I T ( F C R C C M P ( l ) ) ( X { 2 2 ) , F ( 1 0 , 5  ) ) ;
E N D  ;
F O K C U M P ( 2 * N ) = < A * A + B * B ) * * < . 5 ) * 3 C . 4 8 0 0 6  ;  / *  N - T H  A M P L I T U D E  * /
F Q R C O M P ( 2 * N + 1  ) = - A T A N < «  , A ) * 5 7 . 2 9 5 8  ;  / *  N - T H  P H A S E  * /
I F  N =  1  G 1 =  0  T H E N  P U T  L I S T C S E E  P R E V I O U S  L I S T I N G S ' ) ;
G C  T O  l ;
F l J P U T  S K I P  E D I T ( N , O E L T A _ _ T / N »  F C R C C M P 1 2 * N ) ,  F O R C C M P ( 2 * N 4 1 ) )
( X ( 4 £ ) , F ( 3 ) » C O  L ( 6 5 ) , F ( i O , 4 )  , C O L ( 8  3  I , F ( 1 0 , 3 ) ,
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C C L { 1 C 6  ) , F t  1 0 , 5 ) )  ;
F 2  : E N O  ;
E N D  F O U R I E R ;
*  P R G C E S S ( • N O S O U R C E * ) ;  
c Q _ T I D E : P R G C ( D A T E , T O D  1 , L A T A , L C N G , D E L T A _ T , L A G _ K 1 , L A G _ _ 0 1 , L A G _ M 2 , L  A G _ S 2 ,  
L A G _ N 2 » A M P L _ K 1 , A M P L _ G 1 , A M P L _ M 2 , A M P L _ S 2 , A M P L _ N 2  » T I D £  ,  
N U M _ P T S ) ;
/ *  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C A L C .  T I D A L  P O T E N T I A L  (  E Q U I  L  I  B R  I  U M ‘ T  I D E  I •  • L C N G *  I S  
A S S U M E D  T O  B E  W E S T  C F  G R E E N W I C H ,  E N G L A N D .  * S I G M A _ X X *  A R E  F R E Q ’ S  I N  
D E G R E E S / M I N  £  * G »  I S  T F E  G E O D E T I C  C O N S T A N T  U S E D  I N  C A L C .  T H E  
b E O D E T  I C  C O E F F ' S .  J U L I  A N (  I  ) = N U M .  O F  C A Y S  I N  T H E  Y R .  U P  T O  T H E  I T H  
M O N T H .  * L  A G _  X X *  A R E  T F E  D I F F E R E N C E S  B E T W E E N  T H E  E Q U I L I B R I U M  P H A S E S  
£  T H E  A C T U A L  P H A S E S .  * A M F L _ X X *  A R E  T H E  A M P L I T U D E S  C F  T H E  M A J C R  
C O N S T I T U E N T S .  • T I D E '  I S  T H E  S E T  O F  G E N E R A T E D  E Q U I L I B R I U M  T I D A L  
P T S .  * N U M _ P  T  S * I S  T H E  N U M .  C F  D A T A  P T S  N E E D E D .  * /
C C L  D A T E  C H A R ( 6 ) ,  T O C I  F I X E D  D E C ( 4 ) ,  ( L A T A , L C N G )  C H A R { 7 ) ,
( T  N E T  A  ,  L N G I  F L C A T ,  N U M T Z  F I X E D  D E C ( 3 ) ,
G L D . D A T E  C H A R ( £ )  I N  I  T (  • * ) ,
U L C _ T 0 D  F I X E D  C E C < 4 )  I N I T ( O ) ,
( U L D _ J _ A T A  , O L D _ L C N G  ) C H A R ( 7 )  I N I T ( *  * ) ,
N U M _ P  T S  F I X E D  C E C ( 4 ) ,
T I D E ( 1 0 8 0 )  D E C  F L C A T ( 8 ) ,
S I  G M A _ 0 1  F L C A T  ( I  I )  I M T  ( . 2 3 2  3  0 3 9 2 6 3 3 ,
S I G M A _ M 2  F L O A T ( l l )  I  N I T ( . 4 E 3 C 6 € 4 0 3 7 ) ,
S  I  G M A _ _ N 2  F L O A T  ( 1 1 )  I N  I T  I  . 4 7 3 9 9  5 4 9  2 2  ) ,
S I G M A _ K 1  F L O A T !  1 1 )  1 N 1 T ( . 2  5  0 6  8 4 4  7 7 3  ) ,
S I  G M A _ S 2  F L O A T  ( 1 1 )  I N I T t . 5 ) ,
G  F L O A T ( l l )  I M T  ( 2 6 .  7 3 6 2 7 4 4 9 ) ,
J U  L I  A N ( 1 2 )  F I X E D  D E C ( 3 )  I N  I T ( 0 , 3 1  , 5 9 , 9 0 ,  1 2 0 , 1 5 1 , 1 8 1 , 2 1 2  , 2 4 3 ,
2 7 3 , 3 0 4 , 3 3 4 ) ,
( L A G _ K 1 , L A G _ C 1  , L A G _ M 2 , L A G _ S 2 , L A G „ N 2  ) F L O A T ;
/ *  A L T E R  D E L T A . T  S O  T H A T  I T  H A S  T H E  L E N G T H  O F  A N  I N T E R V A L  B E T W E E N  A N Y  
T W O  C O N S E C U T I V E  R E  A C I N  G S  ( I N  M I N U T E S )  * /
D £ L T A _ T  =  D E L T A _ T * 6 C / <  N U M _ F T $ - 1 )  ;
/ *  I S  T H I S  C A L C .  F O R  A  D I F F E R E N T  T I M E  P E R I O D  T H A N  P R E V I O U S  C A L C . ?  * /
I F  O A T E = O L D _ O A T E  £  T C D 1 = C L Q _ T C C  T H E N  G O  T O  E 4 0 ;
/ *  A  N E W  T I M E  P E R I O D ,  S A V E  C A T E  £  1 S T  T C D  R E A D I N G  * /
O L  D _ D A T  E =  C A T E ;
O L D _ T G D ~ T  G D I ;
/ *  C O N V E R T  C A T E  £  1 S T  T O C  R E A D I N G  I N T O  Y R S  D A Y S ,  £  H R S  S I N C E  B E G I N ­
N I N G  O F  E P O C H  * /
/ *  Y E A R S  * /
Y R S = S U E S T R ( O A T E , 5 , 2  ) ;
/ *  D A Y S  * /
N U M T  ( Y R S - 1  ) / 4 ;  / *  F O R  L E A P  Y E A R S  * /
D A  Y  S  =  N U M T  Z + S U B S T R ( C A T E , 3 , 2  J - l + J U L I  A N ( S U B S T R ( D A T  E , 1 , 2  )  ) J 
/ *  H O U R S  * /
H R  S  =  ( T  G D I - 4 0 * F L 0 C R ( T C D 1 / 1 0 0 )  ) / 6 0 + 1 2 ;
N U M T  Z  =  H R  S / 2 4 ;  / *  I F  H R S  . G E .  2 4 ,  N U M T Z = 1 .  E L S E  N U M T Z = 0  * /
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H R  S = H R S - 2 4 * N U M T Z ;
D A  Y S =  D A Y S  +  N U M T Z  ;
/ *  N O W  C A L C .  L O N G .  O F  A S T  F O  N C  M I C  A L  V A R I A B L E S  * /
S =  2 7  0 .  4 3 7 4 2 2  2 2  +  1 2  5 . 3 8 4  8 2 C 3 2 * Y R S + 1 3 . 1 7 6 3 9 6 7 b 8 * D A Y S + . 5 4 9 0 1 6  5  3 2 * H R S ;  
P =  3 3 4 .  3 2  6  0 1 9  4 4 + 4 C . £ 6  2 4 6  5 £ 4 * Y R S + . 1 1 1 4 0 4 0 1 6 * D A Y S + .  0 0 4 6 4 1 8 3 4 * H R S ;
H = 2 7 9 .  6 9 6 6  7 7 7 8 - .  2 3 8 7 2 4 5 8 8 * Y R S + . 9 8 5 6 4 7 3 2 8 8 * D A Y S + . 0 4 1 0 6 8 6 3 8 7 * H R S ;
R = 7 . 6 8  5 2 2 0 6  +  2 3 0 .  3 7 6 5 * Y R S + 3 4 7 . 8 0 9 2 5 C 6 * D A Y S + 1 4 .  4 9 2  0 5  2 1 1 * H R S ;
/ *  E N T E R  H E R E  I F  T H E  N E W  €  P R E V I O U S  T I M E  P E R I O D S  A R E  I D E N T I C A L .  I S  T H I S  
C A L C .  F U R  A  D I F F E R E N T  L O C A T I C N  T H A N  P R E V I O U S  C A L C . ?  * /
E 4 0 :  I F  L  A T  A  =  Q L D _ L A T  A  i L  C N G  =  O L D _ L C N G  T H E N  G O  T O  E 5 0 ;
/ *  A  N E W  P L A C E .  S A V E  L A T A T U C E  6  L O N G I T U D E  * /
O L  D _ L A T A  =  L A T A ;
O L D _ L G N G = L C N G  >
/ *  C H A N G E  L A T A  6  L O N G  I N T O  C E G R E E S  O N L Y  * /
C A L L  D E G R E E S t L A T A f T F E T A ) ;
C A L L  D E G R E E S ( L O N G , L N G J ;
/ *  C A L C .  T H E  N U M B E R  O F  T I M E  Z O N E S  B E T W E E N  T H I S  L O N G .  6  G R E E N W I C H  * /
N U M T  Z = L N G / 1 5 ;
/ *  C A L C .  C H A N G E  I N  P H A S E S  F R C P  T H I S  L O N G .  T O  G R E E N W I C H  M E R I D I A N  * /  
D _ K 1 = N U M T Z * S I G M A _ K 1 - L N G ;
D _ Q 1 = N U M T Z * S I G M A _ C 1 - L N G ;
D _ M 2 = N U M T Z * S I G M A _ F 2 - 2 * L N G ;
0 _ S 2 = N U M T Z * S I G M A _ S 2 - 2 * L N G ;
D _ N 2  = N U M T Z * S I G M A _ N 2 - 2 * L N G ;
/ *  C A L C .  T H E  G E O D E T I C  C O E F F I C I E N T S  * /
G E  O C  O E  F l  =  G * S  I N  ( 2 * T F E T  A / 5  7  .  2 5  5 8  )  ;
G E G C O E F 2  = G * { C O S ( T H E T  A / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8  ) * * 2  > ;
/ *  N O W  C A L C .  P H A S E S  O F  M A J O R  C O N S T I T U E N T S  F O R  B E G I N N I N G  T O D  * /
E 5 0 : P H A S E _ K 1 = R + S + D _ K 1 + L A G _ K i ;
P H A S E „ 0 1  =  R - S + D „ 0 1 + L A G _ C 1  ;
P H A S  E _ M 2 = 2 * R + D _ M 2  + L  A  G _ M 2  ;
P H A S E _ S 2  =  2 * <  R  +  S - H  ) + C _ S 2  + L A G _ S 2 ;  .
P H A S  E „ N 2 = 2 * R - S + P + D _ N 2 + L A G _ N 2 ;
/ *  A T  T H I S  P T  G E N  E R  A T  I  C N  C F  T F E  E Q U I L I B R I U M  T I D E  I S  S T A R T E D  * /
D O  K - 1  T G  N U M _ _ P T S ;
V  =  ( K — 1 ) * D L L T  A _ T ;
T I D E f  K ) = G E O C O f c F I * ( A P P L _ K 1 * C C S ( ( P H A S E _ K 1 + S I G M A _ K 1 * V ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 )
+ A M P L _ C 1 * C 0 S < { P H  A  S  E _ 0 1  +  S  I G M  A _ _ Q  1 *  V  )  / 5 7 «  2 9 5 6 )  ) 
- G E 0 C 0 E F 2 * ( A M F L _ M 2 * S I N ( ( P H A S E _ , M 2  +  S I G M A _ M 2 * V ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 )
+  A M P L _ S 2 * S I N l ( P H A  S E „ S 2  + S I  G M A _ S 2 * V ) / 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 >  
+ A M P L _ N 2 * S 1 N ( ( PH A  S E _ N  2  +  S 1 G M A „ N  2  * V ) 7 5 7 . 2 9 5 8 )  ) ;  
T I D E ( K ) = T I D E ( K ) / 3 0 . 4 8 0 0 6 ?  /* C O N V E R T  FROM C M  T O  F E E T  */
E N D  ;
/ *  P U T  • D E L I A „ T  * B A C K  T C  I T S  O R I G I N A L  V A L U E  * /
D E  L  T A _  T = D E L T A _ T * {  N U F . P T S - 1 I / 6 0 ;
E N D  E U _ T I D E ;
* P R G C E  S S ( • N O  S O U R C E  * )  ;
V A R I A N C E : P R G C (C O M P , T I D £ t N P , T P _ M E A N , C M P _ M E A N );
/ *  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  C A L C * S  T F E  V A R I A N C E  F O R  T H E  C U R R E N T  V E L O C I T Y  • C O M P *
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£  T H E N  T H E  V A R I A N C E  C F  T F E  E R R O R  B E T W E E N  T H E  T R U E  T I D E  ( C O M P )  £  T H E  
C A L C ' D  T I D E  ( T I D E ) .  • N P *  I S  T H E  N U M .  O F  V A L U E S  I N  • C O M P *  £  • T I D E * .
1 T  P _ M E  A N  • I S  T H E  M E A N  O F  ' T I D E *  £  ' C M P ^ M E A N 1 I S  T H E  M E A N  O F  ‘ C O M P *  
S O  T H A T  B O T H  V A R I A N C E S  A P E  A R G U N C  T H E  C C M M O N  M E A N  O F  Z E R O .  * /
C C L  ( C O M P ( 3 2 4 0 ) , T  I D E ( I 6 2 C ) , T P _ M E A N , C M P _ M E A N )  D E C  F L O A T ( 8 )  ,
N P  F I X E D  D E C ( 4 ) ;
/ *  C O N V E R T  M E A N S  F R O M  C M / S E C  T O  F E E T / S E C  * /
T P _ _ M  E  A N  =  T  P _ M  E A N / 3 G . 4 E C C 6 ;
C M  P _ M E A N = C  M P _ M E A N / 3 Q . 4 8 C C 6 ;
V T  =  0 ;  / *  V T  I S  T H E  V A R I A N C E  O F  • C C M P *  * /
V E = G ;  / *  V E  I S  T F E  V A R I A N C E  O F  • T I D E '  * /
D O  1 = 1  T O  N P ;
V  = C G M P ( I ) ~ C M P _ M E A N ;  / *  S U B T R A C T  O U T  T H E  M E A N  * /
V T = V T + V * * 2 5  / *  A D D  I N T C  T H E  V A R I A N C E  O F  • C O M P *  * /
V E = V E + ( V - T I D E (  I  )  +  T P _ M E A N ) * * 2 f  / *  ADD  I N T O  * V E »  * /
E N D ;
P U T  S K I P  E D I K  ‘ P R E C I S I O N  C F  R E P R O D U C T I C N  I S * , ( V T - V E ) * 1 0 0 / V T , 1 % ■  )  
( C O L ( 2 5 ) , A , F ( 7 , 2 ) , A ) ;
/ *  C O N V E R T  M E A N S  B A C K  T C  C M / S E C  * /
T P _ M E A N = T P _ M E A N * 3 C . 4 £ C C 6 ;
C M  P _ M E  A N =  C M P _ M  E A N  * 3 0 . 4 8 C 0 6 ;
E N D  V A R I A N C E ;
*  P R O C E S S  ( *  N O S O U R C E *  ) ;
P L O T : P R U C ( C O M P , N P ) ;
/ *  T H I S  S U B R O U T I N E  T A K E S  « C C M P * ,  S U B T R A C T S  O U T  I T S  M E A N  £  T H E N  P L O T S  
T H E  R E S I D U A L  O F  T H E  * N  F * P O I N T S  * /
D C  L  C O M P  (  3  2 4 0 )  D E C  F L 0 A K 8 ) ,
N U  F L O A T ,
N P  F I X E D  O E C ( 4 ) ;
/ *  F I N D  T h t  L A R G E S T  £  S M A L L E S T  N U M B E R S  * /
S M A L L E S T  =  F  L  0  C  R  ( C  C M P ( 1 )  ) ;
H I E S T = C E I L ( C O M P ( 1 ) ) ;
D O  1 = 2  T O  N P ;
I F  C O M P ( I  ) > H 1 E S T  T H E N  F  I  E S T = C E l L ( C O M P C  I ) )  ;
I F  C O M P < I ) < S M A L L E S T  T H E N  S M A L L E S T = F L O C R ( C O M P ( I ) ) ;
E N D  ;
/ *  F I N D  T H E  R A N G E  B E T W E E N  T F E  H I G H E S T  £  L O W E S T  N U M B E R S  * /
R A N G E =  H I E S T - S M A L L E S T ;
/ *  C A L C  T H E  N U M .  O F  S P A C E S  P E R  U N I T  D I M E N S I O N  A S S U M I N G  1 1 8  S P A C E S  
A C R O S S  T H E  P A P E R  A R E  A V A I L A B L E  * /
N U  =  JL1 8 / R A N G E  ;
/ *  S T A R T  P L O T T I N G  * /
P U T  E D  I  T ( * * * * * * * *  *  * *  * * * * * * * * * *  *  *  *  *  * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
* ** ** ** *****y * * * * * * * * * * * 3$****4;****V**** ** *****************1 f • * * f
S M A L L E S T , 1 F P S * , F l E S T , »  F P S ' )
( S K I P 1 2 ) , A , S K I P , A , E ( 1 2 , 5 , 6 ) , A , X ( Q 5 ) , E ( 1 2 , 5 , 6 ) , A ) ;
D O  1 = 1  T O  N P ;
/ *  C A L C  T H E  N U M .  C F  S P A C E S  T C  B E  S K I P P E D  * /
A - ( C O M P ( I  ) - S M A L L E S T ) * N U  ;
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/* DECIDE WHETHER TC ROUND UP OR DCWN */ 
6=FLGOR(A );
IF A-B> = «5 THEN B = B + l;
PUT SKIP EDIT(•*•»•*•> (A,X(B),A);
END;
END PLOT;
^ P R O C E S S ( ' N O S O U R C E • ) ;
B L N K G Q : P R G C I P l , J K 1 ) ;
D C  L  P I  C  H A R ( 1 9 )  V A R Y I N G ,  J K I  F I X E O  D E C ( 4 ) ;
D O  J  K 1  =  1  T O  L E N G T H ( P l )  W H I L E ( S U B S T R ( P  1 , J K 1 , 1 ) = «  * ) ;
E N D ;
P 1  =  S U B S T R ( P i , J K I )  ;
D O  J K 1 = L E N G T H ( P 1 ) T O  2 BY - 1  W H I L E  ( S U B S T R ( P 1 , J K  I ,  I )  =  •  • ) ;
E N D ;
P I  = S U 8 S T  R  ( P i  , 1 ,  J K I  ) ;
E N D  B L N K G C ;
* P R O C E S S ( *  N O S O U R C E  * ) ;
Z l R U o O : P R U C ( I N P , L N G T H )  ;
/ *  T H I S  R O U T I N E  S U B S T I T U T E S  Z E R O S  F O R  B L A N K S  * /
D C  L  I N P  C  H  A  R  ( 1  9  ) ,  < I , L N G T H )  F I X E D  C E C ( 3 i ;
Z l :  1 =  I N  D E  X  ( I N P ,  » '  ) ;
I F  I S L N G T H  j 1 = 0  T H E N  G O  T C  E O R ;
I N P =  S U B S T R ( I N P , 1  ,  I - I  ) I  I ' 0 *  I I S U B S T R  ( I N P ,  I + I ) ;
G O  T O  Z l ;
E U R : E N D  Z E R O G O ;
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